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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document represents the EUDAT Deliverable Document D7.1.2. In this we present the work 

performed in the second 12 months of task 7.1.1.1 of Work Package 7. 

EUDAT as a project is to deliver a common data infrastructure so that users from the communities 

involved in this project, and others that may join later, will be able to share their data with other 

researchers not only in their field but make it accessible for cross disciplinary research. As data 

volumes increase rapidly across many communities it is becoming increasingly difficult for individual 

data centres to scale up to the levels required. Storing data at many different centres but that 

introduces its own problems since data centres may have different underlying storage technologies 

which provide different interfaces. To allow scientists to access data at geographically distributed sites 

means providing standard interfaces such that the user can access data in a common way regardless 

of the physical location of the file. This is the role of a data federation such as that proposed by EUDAT. 

However, it is essential that the infrastructure delivered by this project is scalable beyond the current 

needs of the existing communities, but must be able to meet their needs beyond the lifetime of this 

project. It must also be easily incorporated into new data centres should they wish to join EUDAT; 

while there are several large data storage facilities in this project, there are many others that could 

join and provide resources to the federation and a simple set up is key to adoption by these already 

overworked sites. 

Within the communities involved in WP7, a number of other key requirements have been identified. 

These primarily relate to the requirements to provide an infrastructure that allows those users to 

ensure efficient analysis on High Performance Computing nodes. In order to make efficient use of 

available network bandwidths, the ability to perform subsetting or subsampling of large data sets at 

the data centre before delivering for analysis is seen as highly desirable. 

This document extends the work in the previous deliverable by looking at alternate technologies that 

could be used to replace or extend IRODS in some parts of the CDI. We have looked at both open 

source and commercial technologies and have assessed their scalability and performance. In addition, 

we propose an architecture for a scalable infrastructure based on the core EUDAT service cases of Safe 

Replication and Data Placement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document represents the EUDAT Deliverable Document D7.1.2. It is an update on the deliverable 

D7.1.11 and reference will be made to this document throughout this text. The EUDAT project is split 

into seven work packages, each of which is split into several tasks. This document presents the work 

performed in the second 12 months of task 7.1.1.1 of Work Package 7 (WP7) which looks at assessing 

the scalability of federation across existing archives. In this document we look at possible alternative 

components to the CDI and look at an alternative scalable architecture. 

1.1. Purpose an Structure 

During 1st year of the project, WP7 examined scalability of the EUDAT federation based on iRODS as a 

core technology. In the 2nd year we considered alternatives technologies and architectures including 

HTTP Dynamic Federation, XrootD, object storage as well as protocol-based federation concept. As 

such it provides an update to the original deliverable as mentioned above, but can be read as an 

independent document. 

The purpose of this document is to summarize the findings of WP7 resulting from the empirical and 

paper-based analysis of existing and arising approaches to federating data at large scale as well as to 

present the outcomes of brainstorming sessions organised during teleconferences and face to face 

meetings. The scalable architecture envisioned in this deliverable is a proposed, vision future 

architecture of the CDI, that may act as a blueprint for the future EUDAT development. 

Section 1 of this document provides an overview for the rest of the document that follows. Section 2 

discusses new an alternative technologies and architectures for building large scale data and storage 

systems federations, both open source and commercial, including the result of tests assessing their 

scalability and performance while also highlighting areas which would need to be further developed 

to become the core of an alternative CDI. Section 3 describes the scalability issues and other factors 

that influence the shape of architecture as well as provides a straw-man design of the scalable 

architecture. In Section 4 the envisioned architecture is mapped to current and possible future CDI 

components and technologies. Evolution path from current to future approaches and technologies is 

also proposed. Section 5 concludes our work. 

It should be noted that this document does not cover some specific items mentioned in the 

Description of Work. Scalable metadata architectures were already discussed in D7.1.1 and are being 

dealt with within ‘task forces’ within EUDAT WP5. Federated AAI is also being dealt with in a separate 

task force and information on that will be covered in other deliverables. 

1.2. Aims and Objectives 

As stated in D7.1.1 deliverable, the overall goal of task 7.1.1 is to develop a technical design for a 

scalable federated archive suitable for adaption to the EUDAT CDI for the use by many different 

communities. Again, to re-iterate, deployment a scalable architecture will be difficult since by the end 

of the project, the goal is that the current EUDAT CDI will be in place at sites and being used in 

production. Disrupting a production system to deploy an alternative solution may not be feasible. 

Testing scalability to the levels involved in the EUDAT long term vision is not possible within the 

constraints of the resources, both physical and human, within the whole EUDAT project let alone 

                                                           

1 EUDAT-DEL-WP7-D7.1.1 
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within this single task. If EUDAT succeeds in its objective of becoming the de-facto archive of choice, 

the number of data centres could run to the order of hundreds. Each of these data centres could be 

holding petabytes worth of data which could be referenced within EUDAT, across hundreds of millions 

(probably tens of billions) of files. Trying to replicate this scale is clearly not feasible. However, 

identifying limitations of the software stack components that make up the EUDAT federation does at 

least start to constrain technologies suitable for maximising the scalability of the architecture. 

Given these limitations, we do present within this document a design for a scalable architecture that 

could be deployed on a small scale, but some development of components would be required before 

deployment. 
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2. NEW AND ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

2.1. Technology analysis methodology 

During 1rd year of the project WP7 assessed the scalability of iRODS as the base of current EUDAT CDI. 

These considerations led to the conclusion that iRODS is a mature, ready-to-use technology, that 

provides great flexibility and ease of integration with storage systems and user tools and applications, 

and scalability that enables addressing current and future needs of user communities.  

iRODS scalability evaluation was continued during 2nd year of the project. This resulted in an updated 

assessment of iRODS. The results of this work are summarized in Annex A.4. 

However, the main aim of EUDAT JRA activities is to look beyond the timeframe of the current project. 

Therefore, having in mind a long-term sustainability of EUDAT CDI, T7.1.1 during 2nd year investigated 

new and massively scalable solutions and architectures for archives federation, alternative to iRODS 

and gateway-based concept. 

2.2. New evaluations 

This part of the task was organised into three main streams. We continued the practical scalability 

assessment of the technologies, performed paper-based analysis of the solutions and architectures as 

well as worked on sketching the new and scalable architecture. 

Practical evaluation during the 2nd year of the project was performed in a similar manner to 1st year 

evaluations. We have been running instances of the systems in data centres participating in T7.1.1 

where local evaluations were performed. We have also combined installations in particular centres 

into distributed testing environments. The analysis of the technologies below includes the results of 

our practical evaluations.  

In addition to practical evaluation we studied the architecture and scalability aspects of the solutions 

and technologies, based on the available documentation as well as the experience of particular 

partners with these technologies. For instance STFC has a long history of running XrootD both for 

production and development purposes. It also operates test installations of object storage systems: 

CEPH and WOS. PSNC has experience in running object storage based on OpenStack and CEPH. INGV 

and CINECA contributed their experience in using grid storage management solutions. Finally, CERN 

supported the work on evaluation and analysis of HTTP Dynamic Federation. 

Important to the collection and analysis of the information on the approaches and architectures was 

a direct interaction with XrootD and HTTP federation developers at CERN as well as with DDN, the 

company behind WOS. We have also organised a series of brainstorming sessions during 

teleconferences and two face to face meetings. They were devoted to analysis of evaluated 

technologies as well as discussion of the envisioned scalable architecture. 

One further point with both the federation technologies discussed in this section is that it allows direct 

remote access to data without the need to download entire files for local processing. If analysis sites 

have sufficient connectivity then there are significant efficiencies to be gained using this technique. 

Downloading data to a local site and then reading it from there is clearly inefficient since it involves 

reading the file twice. Direct access to files removes one of these read operations. If analysis only 

requires sparse reads, then this efficiency gain is significantly enhanced. 

Below we summarize our findings on particular technologies and solutions for data archive federation. 
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2.2.1. HTTP-based Dynamic Federation 

The Dynamic Federations concept allows users to build systems federating storage endpoints based 

on their support of a common, and standard, data access and transfer protocol. The federation system 

integrates the (hierarchical) namespaces of the endpoints on-the-fly and caches the results for further 

queries. It allows the access of specific objects in the namespace as well as the listing of files and 

folders and recognizes identical objects. 

The federation concept itself is protocol-agnostic and can be implemented with any protocol that 

supports redirection of the client. It can perform algorithmically or using stateful namespace 

translation to integrate different endpoint namespace into one single entry point for the federation. 

Because the dynamic federation can redirect clients to any of the endpoints, it relies on homogeneous 

permission space given by a federated identity management system. The first implementation of the 

dynamic federations concept has been done using HTTP as the data access and transfer protocol. 

The HTTP/WebDAV dynamic federation, as it is used in the tests throughout this paper, is built on 

standard components, using Apache to handle the HTTP connectivity and the dmlite library from the 

EMI DPM project for common operations. It is made to be high-performant using an in-memory cache 

using memcached, which also allows for a large distributed cache spanning multiple machines. 

Because of the statelessness of the connections and the possibility to have a common cache, the 

system scales horizontally, while the use of standard components like Apache, allows vertical scaling 

using multiple processes and thread. 

The implementation is plugin-based, enabling third parties to develop their own extensions to 

customize the federation system at different points. Currently, the federation redirects client to the 

nearest endpoint based on their geo-IP location and translates namespace entries algorithmically 

based on the path prefix. The system, as developed for a WLCG use case, relies on the equality of the 

path name minus the mentioned prefix to claim one file to be the same as another and provide 

multiple entries for the same file in its combined namespace. Through plugins it is possible to change 

this mechanism as well as the selection policy for endpoints. 

The dynamic federations can be used in both a flat deployment with the entry point being directly 

connected to the endpoint or a tiered model, where an initial entry point redirects to regional, 

national, and local federations, or to domain-based ones. The current implementation has been tested 

to withstand thousands of requests per second making a flat deployment feasible. 

It is noteworthy that because the federation only depends on protocol compatibility it can federate 

any WebDAV compatible endpoints. This has been successfully tried with a commercial cloud storage 

offering by the Deutsche Telekom and a plugin for XrootD has been developed to integrate XrootD 

endpoints in this federation. 

A public endpoint is set up at DESY under federation.desy.de showing the federation of multiple 

endpoints in Europe and Asia running different storage manager software as well as more information 

about the dynamic federations concept. 

Dynamic federation evaluation conducted within WP7 included performance benchmarks in 2 sites: 

PSNC in Poland and CINECA/INGV in Italy.  

Simple URL bombard tests show that the dynamic federation has a potential to serve large number of 

requests (i.e. redirects) thanks to its meta-data caching mechanisms. Figure 5 in Annex A.1 shows that 

with a growing number of concurrent requests sent to the federation within the test, number of 
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requests per second that the federation can handle grows significantly, and reaches almost 10 000 

requests/second in average for large volumes of requests ‘attacking’ a single meta-data entry.  

Our tests also show that HTTP federation introduces latency in access to federated storage. The left 

side of Figure 6 in A.1 shows that this latency slows down the requests processing compared with the 

performance achievable while directly accessing the WebDAV servers. However, this latency is 

compensated by the fact that the federation enables users to transparently interface with multiple 

federated storage endpoints and their performance gets accumulated. Such phenomenon is 

illustrated in the right side of Figure 6, that shows that overall download speed observed by multiple 

parallel clients (1-200 threads) while using the federation is ~2 times higher than the speed achievable 

using single iRODS server with the DAVIS endpoint.  

Overall, our measurements confirm that the concept of protocol-based federation of multiple access 

points as well as integrating their namespaces into single logical view is a convenient method for 

delivering high performance of data access. It also enables controlling the client traffic distribution 

and resources usage if the load-balancing mechanisms are applied. 

2.2.2. XRootD 

XRootD was described in detail in the previous release of this document and so only a high level 

description is provided in this section. As a project XRootD aims at giving high performance, scalable, 

fault tolerant access to data repositories of many different kinds. The framework provides a generic 

suite for fast, low latency data access for data in a traditional hierarchical namespace (it does not 

currently work with object stores as described in the section on WOS). The design is highly component 

based, allowing relatively easy integration of new plugins to cover different authentication 

mechanisms, file system layouts and namespaces. By default, security can be configured to one or 

more of the following mechanisms (it is possible to use different mechanisms for different clients): 

GSI, Kerberos V, SSS (Simple Shared Security), unix based, password based or host based. 

XrootD currently comes with its own protocol for data transfer and a relatively limited set of client 

commands (xrdcp for copying data out of storage systems, xrdadler32 for computing Adler32 

checksums, xrdgsiproxy for creating, displaying and destroying X509 user certificates, xrdpwdadmin 

to administer pwd security protocol passwords, xrdsssadmin to administer simple shared secret 

keytables , and xprep and xrdstagetool to stage one or more files to a storage system). However, work 

is currently ongoing into supporting http protocol through the xrootd framework. 

However, XRootD does have quite a long history going back to 2003 and its use in the Babar 

experiment. It is now used by a number of particle- and astro- physics experiments including ATLAS, 

ALICE, GLAST and LSST. The protocol is supported by all of the LHC data stores (except Lustre, where 

work is ongoing). It is also supported by a number of large institutions (SLAC, CERN, Duke, JINR, UCSD 

and UNL). 

As stated previously, XRootD is primarily aimed at efficient, scalable data access. As such it somewhat 

limits the testing which can be performed compared to other technologies. Since it does not have its 

own namespace, performing namespace scalability tests is redundant. Also, testing access from 

remote sites only tests the network connection between the two. So in this case we have limited 

ourselves to two sets of tests; scalability of the client/server and testing the overhead imposed by the 

hierarchy using the xroot protocol. 

Tests on scalability of local access were performed at 3 sites; DKRZ, INGV and STFC. In the former two 

tests were performed with a single client machine, increasing the number of concurrent read/writes 
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on a single host. At STFC use was made of the batch system so that read and writes were performed 

by (nominally) single clients and increasing the number of clients for each test. The results are shown 

in Figure 10 and Figure 11 in A.3 respectively. 

The results for a single client machine behave more or less as expected. The test at INGV show the 

bottleneck introduced by the network, where the aggregate throughput remains more or less constant 

with increasing number of threads. The results at DKRZ are quite different, showing very large read 

and write rates up to 10 threads before trailing off to about the network limit of the client machine. 

The reasons for the very high read/write rate are not clear at this time but may be due to caching on 

the client side, meaning reads are coming from client memory rather than the storage system. 

The results at STFC show that indeed both reads and writes scale extremely well out to 100 concurrent 

client connections. Assuming a linear fit to the graph, we see rates of 30 MB/sec/client (read) and 26 

MB/sec/client (write). This is somewhat below the network rate, but can be explained by the fact that 

during these tests we did not have exclusive access to the compute nodes, so they may have been 

shared with other applications performing I/O operations.  

In order to understand how we test the overhead imposed by XRootD it is first necessary to 

understand that requests get forwarded to the site that contains the data and then the actual transfer 

is between the client and the location where the file is stored. For a client in the same network as the 

storage system, the transfer is local regardless of which ‘redirector’ is queried (Figure 1). We have run 

three tests, one using a local ‘redirector’ at STFC, a European one at Bari and a global one at CERN. In 

all cases, eventually the transfer is local within STFC since this is where the data was located.  

 

Figure 1: Request and Transfers During XRootD Testing 

In this case 100 requests were sent sequentially to read one of 100 random files (each identical in size) 

to each of the redirectors and the request time and completion time were recorded. Since the final 

transfer is local it should be approximately constant (since the storage system was in use during testing 

this is not quite true, and the storage itself consists of many different types of servers each of which 

will behave slightly differently). The results are shown in Table 1 below. Based on this, it seems that 

the overhead in a single redirection is about 1.5 to 2 seconds, which is significantly less than the 

observed overheads in the current CDI reported in EUDAT-DEL-WP7-D7.1.1. 
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Table 1: Transfer Times for Request Sent to Different Sites 

 Local European Global 

Min Transfer Time (s) 23.27 23.62 23.97 

Mean Transfer Time (s) 26.19 27.65 30.35 

Max Transfer Time (s) 45.92 75.16 84.36 

 

2.2.3. Object storage 

Object storage concept became popular together with growing popularity of Simple Storage Service 

(S3)2 of Amazon as the back-end for web applications. Other big players in the market provide 

alternative implementations of these concepts in their cloud storage services, including Rackspace 

Cloud Files3, Blob storage of MS Azzure4 etc. There are commercial open source implementations of 

this concept available that enable building object storage systems on top of the disk arrays and disk 

servers. Within WP7 we have evaluated Web Object Scalar (WOS), a commercial product of DDN. 

Therefore the object storage concept will be presented using this technology as an example 

implementation. We have also analysed OpenStack Swift and CEPH/RADOS as the open source 

implementations. Their features interesting from the EUDAT CDI point of view are summarized in the 

end of this subsection. 

2.2.4. WOS 

WOS offers an interesting alternative for federated data storage and data management and its design 

meets some of the requirements of EUDAT. STFC were kindly loaned two WOS servers by OCF to assess 

their potential use within EUDAT and other projects and to provide feedback to DDN regarding 

performance and functionality. 

Object stores in general offer a very different methods of storing data to traditional file systems. In 

general, they do not provide a namespace for user management of data, rather when a file is written 

to such a system the client is returned a unique object identifier (OID). So there is no concept of a 

directory hierarchy where files can be located. Mapping these OIDs to a namespace or metadata 

catalogue is the responsibility of the client. Some object stores such as CEPH do run a system which 

sits on top of the object storage so users can continue accessing data as if it was on a traditional 

storage system, hiding the object storage beneath this layer. WOS however does not do this directly. 

However, the development of WOS has been quite tightly coupled to IRODS and IRODS ICAT can be 

used to provide this functionality. Being coupled to IRODS, it is possible to access data in WOS using 

standard IRODS commands such as iput and iget. However, it is possible to access data directly using 

standard http clients such as wget or curl since WOS provides a REST interface. 

Like IRODS, WOS can be given a set of rules for handling the data, including replicating data between 

geographically distributed WOS instances similar to the safe replication rules which are being 

developed within EUDAT, but without persistent identifiers being assigned to data objects. The rules 

can govern not only the geographical replication of data between instances, but also whether the 

replication should be synchronous (client does not get a response until the replication is completed) 

                                                           

2 http://aws.amazon.com/s3/ 
3 http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/files/ 
4 http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/services/data-management/ 
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or asynchronous (client gets a response once the first copy of the data is returned) and how many 

replicas are required at each site within the WOS ‘zone’. Data is erasure encoded on receipt to allow 

rebuilding in case of disk failure within the WOS hardware. In addition, WOS will also notice when 

copies of data no longer adhere to the policy rules to which they were subjected and will ensure that 

at all times there are the required number of copies available. Thus, without using IRODS, WOS 

provides ‘safe replication’ by design. More details of WOS can be found at the DDN web site5 

As stated earlier, WOS can be accessed using standard http clients. To access data on a WOS server, a 

URI of the format http://<host>/object/<uuid> is used, where the uuid adheres to the standard version 

4 uuid (e.g. f47ac10b-58cc-4372-a567-0e02b2c3d479). While this provides a method of uniquely 

access the data, and WOS itself guarantees some level of persistency, it does not provide the 

additional global indexing and cataloguing functions of a PID or DOI.  

Due to the limited time for which these WOS servers were on available, we were only to perform two 

sets of tests; looking at the performance as the number of objects stored increases and looking at 

read/write performance under load. These results of these are described in the following subsections. 

The namespace scalability tests were essentially a repeat of the procedure in EUDAT-DEL-WP7-D7.1.1, 

where we measure write time for small files (in this case 100 Byte) and see if this changes with the 

number of objects. During this test, data was put in through an IRODS front end to WOS (IRODS 3.2 

on a single core VM with an Oracle database). 

The results are shown graphically in A.2 Figure 7. In this case, the test was run for about a week with 

2.26 million objects inserted over this time. There is some small evidence of a 10% degradation in 

performance over this time, but as this was through the IRODS front-end it is unclear whether WOS 

or IRODS was the cause of this change. The structure seen on the plots coincides with administration 

of the Oracle database behind IRODS such as backups and computation of database statistics. 

Of more interest is the relatively slow rate at which we were able to write objects. In this case, despite 

the small file sizes we were only to write objects at a rate of 5Hz, which is quite low. After several 

discussions with DDN it is felt the most likely cause of this is the erasure encoding. Since the transfer 

is not considered to be complete until the file has been protected in this way, this is a significant 

overhead on small file transfers. Within the WOS rule structure available, it was not possible to make 

erasure encoding an asynchronous task (and it can be argued that this should be disallowed anyway 

since once data is written, it is expected to be safe). 

In order to test throughput scalability we made use of the batch farm at STFC. Both read and write 

scalability were tested with up to 100 concurrent transfers, each from different nodes on the compute 

farm and ensuring all transfers were started at the same time. Each write was based on a unique file, 

generated as part of the test, but ensuring all transfers started simultaneously. In this case file sizes 

were 2GB in size. Results are shown graphically again in Annex A (Figure 8 and Figure 9). 

Based on this it is clear that for both reads and writes the maximum transfer rates fall off with 

increasing number of clients. However, when we look at the aggregate rates both the read and write 

rates maintain about 300MB/s once we get over about 3 clients, indicating that at this point the 

network from the WOS server is the limiting factor. The fact that we see no change in performance 

with increasing number of clients out to 100 concurrent transfers does indicate excellent scalability in 

terms of performance. The accumulated write rate are slightly lower than the corresponding read rate 

                                                           

5 http://www.ddn.com/products/object-storage-web-object-scaler-wos 
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by about 20% which may be partly explained by the erasure encoding and partly due to I/O 

preferences on the client nodes. 

2.2.5. Open source object storage implementations: Swift and CEPH 

In parallel to commercial products such as DDN WOS and public clouds based on the object storage 

concept, open source object storage solutions are being intensively developed. Their power lies in the 

possibility to offer high performance and availability on top of the commodity hardware such as low-

cost servers with dozens of disks drives (e.g. SATA, SAS drives) and standard network components.  

OpenStack Swift and CEPH achieve this by replicating the data objects (chunked into fragments) over 

a set of disks, servers and clusters, grouped into ‘failure zones’. For replica placement management, 

Swift uses a concept of ring storage that maps the data objects identifiers into particular zones and 

partitions by using consistent hashing. CEPH uses the CRUSH algorithm for the same purpose. While 

it is more sophisticated than Swift’s MD5 hash mapping (it takes into account the cluster map and the 

CRUSH rules in addition to object name/id) the overall concept and purpose is similar. Ring and CRUSH 

help to avoid a typical bottle-neck of the storage systems i.e. the central meta-data database that 

holds replica locations. 

Fault tolerance and load balancing is achieved in Swift thanks to the fact that data are typically stored 

in N replicas out of M Storage Nodes (e.g. 3 of 5) and multiple Swift Proxies can be used as interface 

to the storage. These proxies perform an asynchronous replication at the data ingest, independently 

of each other, however using the same ring configuration. This enables avoiding performance bottle-

necks of a single proxy at the cost of only eventual data consistency guaranteed in the system. CEPH 

achieves high availability by using multiple Object Servers that are interfaced by users directly while 

storing and accessing the data. Object Servers make synchronous replications during data ingest which 

may be a bottle-neck at some point. Fail-over among the Object Servers is implemented by CEPHs 

RADOS Gateway based on the cluster membership/state image provided by cluster Monitors. This 

further increases the system scalability by avoiding any central components – gateways only redirect 

clients, while data replication of particular objects is performed independently by the Object Servers.  

While the architecture of these solutions makes them promising alternatives for traditional storage 

systems, OpenStack and CEPH share some limitations resulting from the fact that they were initially 

developed for within-data centre storage. Their replication mechanisms assume that all Storage Nodes 

(Swift) or Object Servers (CEPH) feature similar network latency and transmission bandwidth. While 

users may determine the level of data redundancy, storage nodes, partitions or zones cannot be 

ranked/weighted in order to help the system in determining the optimal data placement. While CRUSH 

rules can be to some extent use for this purpose, CEPH supports only synchronous replication, so the 

performance optimization possibilities are limited. Recent versions of Swift support a response-time 

based replica selection for reading, which is a step towards enabling Swift to be used in distributed 

systems. It also enables asynchronous data replication while writing, however location-based data 

placement is not yet addressed. While there are initiatives within these projects to enable distributed 

operation, the real solutions are not yet there. 

2.2.6. Federation capabilities of object storage systems 

While object storage systems enable building scalable data centre and geographically distributed 

storage systems, they have currently do not have the ability to federate existing data archives.  

Building large scale storage systems based on the object storage concept requires starting from 

scratch. Object storage systems typically employ a very specific data organisation by chunking user-
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level object into multiple fragments and distributing them over storage nodes. Notably, most known 

(and open source) object storage implementations assume that the back-end file systems provide 

POSIX semantics and enables storing substantial amounts of meta-data in extended attributes 

(OpenStack Swift: xfs, ext3/4, RADOS: btfs, xfs; WOS: custom DDN’s). This leads to narrowing the 

possible back-end options and thus makes integration with the existing data storage systems difficult. 

Moreover, integration of existing data archives into an object storage-based CDI would require 

migration of the data from the local archives to the object storage data organisation. In many cases 

such a migration process is too intrusive. This applies especially to EUDAT CDI that is supposed to 

federate heterogeneous systems operated by EUDAT data centres and communities. They already 

contain multiple TBs or PBs of data residing at disk and tape systems. 

2.3. Further Developments 

Based on the analysis in the previous sections, it is clear that none of these tools in their current form 

could wholly replace IRODS within the current CDI. However, some of them have a potential to replace 

IRODS for components federation layer, provided their current functionality is extended. 

HTTP federation and XRootD, were designed primarily as scalable, low latency data access methods in 

a federated environment. XRootD is more mature, but currently has the problem of being locked into 

its own protocol, while the http federation uses standard tools. Both have massively scalable 

architectures with no obvious bottlenecks and allow access to data anywhere in the federation. 

However, to be used as the core technology within EUDAT, both would require extra development. 

XrootD endpoints, being actual storage endpoints, provide writing functionality, but only to the local 

storage. The HTTP federation follows the same concept (read from anywhere, write to local) and only 

supports data reading and discovery at the moment. The design can however, be extended to support 

writing as well, dynamically guiding the user to the best endpoint. The HTTP federation in turn, 

supports read-only access to federated archives at the moment. 

DDN WOS already meets some of the existing EUDAT service requirements (safe replication, data 

staging), and would not require effort in supporting these functions. In addition, it also returns a 

unique object id, which could be used instead of a PID, albeit without the governance or citability the 

latter provides. Its use of standard http client tools also makes it an attractive proposition for a number 

of communities. However, there are considerable objections to using this in practice on the scale of 

EUDAT. First all data centres would need to use this single storage solution in order to get full the 

benefits. In addition, since the hardware and associated software are proprietary it would be 

impossible to implement proposed services such as storage based processing without contribution of 

effort from the vendor. While it is not impossible to imagine getting support, it will come at an extra 

cost, particularly as the WOS is a ‘closed box’ where only DDN can look at the logs and state of the 

hardware. However, it should be noted that the WOS developers are working closely with IRODS to 

link the two seamlessly. If that happens, then there could be an opportunity for centres within EUDAT 

to use WOS behind IRODS, and as such it is certainly a technology worth watching. If the software 

component of WOS was open sourced or licensed, this may be considered for further investigation. 

An important limitation of object storage systems such as Swift and CEPH in the context of EUDAT CDI 

is the lack of federation features in the current rleases. Data organization and replication algorithms 

are based on the assumption that object identifiers are unique within a given installation or cluster. 

Similarly to WOS, S3 and other objects stores Swift and CEPH do not support nested file system 

structures. Therefore, combining multiple instances of object stores into a single system with unified 

name space (or object identifier space) requires additional federation layer on top of these systems.  
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Data storage organization in object storage systems typically assume fragmenting the data objects 

into chunks in order to overcome potential file size limitations of underlying file systems and make the 

data management easier by dealing with smaller portions of chunked data. This specific feature makes 

it extremely hard to federate the existing data archives organized e.g. in file systems. While building 

object storage spanning multiple data centres from the scratch is possible, applying the object storage 

concept to existing data requires their migration and substantial reorganization of their structure. As 

EUDAT CDI assumption is to not intervene with the user community and data centre data structure, 

object storages are not applicable as the data federation layer.  

It is however important to have in mind that they can be used to build low-cost, reliable and efficient 

storage back-ends. Notably, Swift and RADOS provide S3-compatible API (in addition to their native 

interfaces), therefore they can be easily integrated into today’s application and storage systems, as 

support S3-capable storage back-ends gets ubiquitous. Interestingly, WP7 works on OpenStack-iRODS 

integration proved that Swift can be efficiently interfaced and federated using iRODS.  
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3. SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 

There are several ‘distributed file systems’ available both from the open source community and 

commercial vendors (e.g. Andrew File System, Apache Hadoop, Google File System, IBMs General 

Purpose File System (GPFS), DDN WOS) which all provide the ability to distribute data across multiple 

network connected nodes either within a data centre or across different data centres. Some are 

optimised within the kernel while others like Google File System run in ‘user space’. Many of these are 

massively scalable and run in production environments. All of these have highly decentralised 

architectures, with no single site running as a ‘master’ mode, but rather individual cells are self-

responsible. 

If several data centres agree to run the same file system, then it is possible the come up with a 

distributed data storage environment that is accessible to all users. However, currently there are very 

few distributed storage systems based on heterogeneous storage systems. The largest solution 

currently in full production is that used by WLCG. This was designed to meet the needs of the high 

energy physics community in a grid environment, although communities with similar requirements 

could, and do, utilise this system. However, it is not suited to all communities such as those where 

there are stringent time requirements such as meteorology where jobs must be guaranteed to run at 

specific times. 

3.1. Issues effecting scalability 

Within the framework of a distributed storage system there are many possible aspects of the term 

‘scalability’ and some may be of more importance to some communities than others. Some of these 

are listed below: 

 Single file size limitations: The architecture should be able to store and retrieve arbitrarily 

large files. If using standard file storage, this introduces an upper limit of the size of the 

largest logical file system. Using object storage, this limitation can be overcome by storing 

these large files in chunks distributed around different file systems which could even be 

geographically distributed. 

 Total number of files: With more and more communities becoming ‘data rich’ the number 

of files that can be archived should be arbitrarily large. And indeed it is not just the number 

of files but also the number of metadata entries (and the granularity of those entries); 

whether the metadata is stored with the data or separately, the rules regarding data 

placement, etc. There will inevitably some limit defined by the total size of the archival 

system, but minimising other factors which could affect scalability maximises the use of the 

storage. Possible ways of overcoming this issue are to have a distributed namespace, with 

each data centre responsible for maintaining its own local namespace, or a semantically 

distributed namespace such that different catalogues are responsible for different levels 

within the namespace hierarchy. While these do improve scalability, they do come at a cost 

of complexity. 

 Number of users: In any real world storage architecture, potentially a large number of user 

accounts with different access rights must be managed, and users are likely to come from 

various scientific disciplines. 

 Access Speed: Access speed is important for both time critical analysis and when needing to 

process many files. There are many factors that could govern access speed to the data. Three 

of the most common are: 
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- Network Latency: Typically, while networks within data centres are under the control 

of the data centres, moving data over a wide area can degrade performance 

significantly, particularly if the analysis and storage sites are distant from each other or 

there is a poor connection between the sites. There are several ways of possibly 

overcoming this limitation such as ‘pre staging’ the data to somewhere closer to the 

analysis centre, using multi-threaded protocols and buying better connections.  

- Storage systems bottlenecks: Many storage systems introduce their own below the 

level of network issues. For instance, many implement some form of scheduling and if 

a storage system is under load there may be delays in initiating transfers amounting to 

several seconds, or where there is a central database involved, the load on the database 

can cause delays in processing requests. Typically, within the storage system database 

issues can be reduced with improved hardware or better optimisation of the database. 

Load related issues can be reduced again by providing more hardware or having some 

form of priority for requests. Additionally, replicating data across multiple sites also can 

reduce the impact at the cost of having additional copies of the data. 

- Underlying file system is the ultimate bottleneck, particularly for file based rather than 

object based storage. While using a suitable RAID level in file based storage can help 

overcome this but if a disk server becomes sufficiently busy there will be a decrease in 

access rates. Using block or object based storage can overcome these limitations by 

optimising the placement of data blocks and the federation layer must be able to 

incorporate those systems. 

- Concurrent requests for files: If there are a large number of users accessing the storage 

system concurrently, any front-end must be highly scalable to cope with the level of 

demand expected.  

 While not directly related to scalability, fault tolerance and quality of service are key to 

maintaining users trust in any storage systems. There are some obvious solutions to this such 

as minimising the number of single points of failure, but with any complex system consisting 

of many interrelated components, it is almost inevitable that there will be some component 

that fails and managing this failure to reduce the impact is essential to maintaining 

credibility. 

In this section we consider most of these issues ‘in scope’ for solving the issue of distributed data 

management, with the exception of the network – at least directly. Typically sites cannot overcome 

fundamental network limitations for wide area transport other than by selection of suitable protocols 

which support multi-thread reads and writes, or by performing some computation on the storage 

node as mentioned earlier to reduce redundant information transfer. 

3.2. Other consideration in design 

Most complex software systems are no longer wholly developed ‘in-house’ but rely on some external 

tools or libraries upon which to build. The quality of these dependencies needs to be carefully assessed 

not only in a generic sense (does it meet the scalability critieria identified) but also specifically and 

with a thought to the future (does it meet the requirements on the specific hardware we are using 

and will it be able to cope in five years time when the number of clients/users might increase by a 

factor of ten).  

Many common software components have been developed over a long period of time and handle 

scalability issues well, such as Apache Tomcat. In these very commonly used tools where there is a 

large user base, scalability limitations are often well identified and extensive documentation is often 
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available to assist in configuring the tool to provide optimum performance in a wide range of 

applications and environments. However, some tools may have a less extensive user base upon which 

to draw experience. For these components, if they are really required, then extensive scalability 

testing should be performed to understand their limitations and find the best configuration within the 

planned operational environment. 

However, sometimes a better solution becomes available during a systems lifetime and it is essential 

that the software stack in the distributed storage system is designed in a modular way to allow these 

external components to be replaced easily without significant extra development to accommodate 

them. Encapsulating API’s is a typical way in which this is done. An alternative method is to investigate 

whether calls to external applications can be made asynchronously. While making asynchronous calls 

is not always possible, and even where it is, it does put an extra onus on the client, it can be a good 

way of isolating the system from bottlenecks introduced by using these third party applications. 

Within EUDAT there are several components which should be encapsulated; IRODS (which is the core 

of the current CDI), IRODS plugins (such as griffin to provide a gsiftp interface), the EPIC handle system 

and CKAN which provides the metadata service. 

Where a distributed storage system is heterogeneous (i.e. where the underlying storage systems are 

different at each data centres), this introduces its own problems. Each could provide distinct access 

methods and different protocols which will need to be addressed by suitable middleware components 

to make the whole infrastructure simpler to use and remove the need for communities to learn many 

distinct interfaces. Both IRODS and SRM can provide this functionality, but IRODS has a significantly 

larger user base which makes it an attractive proposition for providing such an interface layer. 

However, if all storage systems can implement an agreed protocol such as http or gsiftp, the need for 

this interface layer is significantly reduced – albeit with the realisation that different storage system 

may implement the protocol differently. 

In addition, for communities centres to use an external distributed storage system it must be realised 

that it will necessarily impact their working practices, whether they are batch job submissions, HPC 

jobs, controlled by workflow engines or by procedures. Many community centres will not want to 

deploy significant extra tools so any interface either needs to fit into existing procedures and/or be 

light-weight (small CPU and memory footprints) so that significant resources do not get devoted to it.  

3.3. Strawman design 

While IRODS has proven extremely flexible as shown by EUDAT’s integration of it with other services 

(Workflow engines, OpenStack Object Storage, gsiFTP), it does still present some limitations such as  

 static replication (which is arguably just the way it is currently implemented), 

 lack of transparent failover in case a specific replica does not exist, 

 lack of transparent access (you cannot abstract the physical location while accessing data) 

When designing a scalable architecture which meets the current EUDAT requirements, we considered 

three aspects of the problem; data access, data ingest and data management. Each of these is 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Data access is the means by which client retrieve copies of data for analysis. The data access layer 

needs to provide fast and reliable access, minimising latencies and preferably using redirection from 

the storage system to the client rather than going through a proxy server. Ideally, like XRootD, there 

should be no static global namespace, but the architecture is capable of discovering data location 
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based on user input. An architecture that is capable of caching information for some time would mean 

the system would not need to constantly check for the location of replicas of the data. Redirecting 

requests to the most appropriate replica could be performed using GeoIP, possibly caching client 

location in addition to data locality. A system used by EUDAT must also integrate to the PID system to 

look up file locations. 

Data ingest is the means of writing the data into a storage system (or systems). Like data access, 

reliability is key. Latency is important but is often not as critical as for data access. In a replicating 

storage system there are essentially two choices to be made; whether the copy is made synchronously 

(the client does not get acknowledgement of completion before all replicas are made) or 

asynchronously (the client gets an acknowledgement once the first copy is made and the additional 

replicas are created as a separate process). For storage system co-hosted at a site, the choice really 

depends on the importance that a user community attaches to write latency, and this will vary from 

community to community depending on their use case. However, for a geographically distributed 

system, using synchronous replication can present a very significant overhead. In the design presented 

in this chapter, replication is considered an asynchronous process. This has some implications such as 

the PID may not be immediately available (depending on the details of the design and the choice of 

protocol used in the writing), meaning the user may need to poll if they require the PID or to validate 

when all copies of a file are available. The actual placement of the replica is then the responsibility of 

the data management layer (q.v. below) which will get notified of a new entry to be handled. 

The data management layer is a largely asynchronous layer which takes responsibility for ensuring 

replication exists, maintaining the correct number of replicas and ensuring that all replicas are valid. 

Ensuring replication takes place would be based on a rules engine similar to that used in the current 

CDI but capable of at least the following rules: 

 Fully formalised replication where client wants n copies at specific sites (use case would be 

data replication but only within national boundaries) 

 Partially formalised replication where client wants n copies at one specific site, and m copies 

distributed elsewhere (use case would be data needs to be stored at an archival site for safe 

keeping, but replicas can exist for load balancing access) 

 Unformalised replication where client wants n copies distributed geographically, and 

doesn’t really care about location (use case would be citizen scientist or small research group 

that has a need to archive data but cannot afford the capital for a storage system) 

In addition, the data management layer would need to perform at least two other specific tasks which 

have been identified; ensuring the number of replicas (if a copy is lost then another copy needs to be 

created to meet the replication agreement) and ensuring replica consistency by looking for corrupt 

copies, removing them and again recreating valid replicas. This latter requirement would imply some 

form of catalogue (the PID handle service is a possibility here) which maintains checksum information 

on the original files ingested. 

Based on these requirements we have a devised a ‘strawman’ architecture which may prove scalable 

based on the current EUDAT requirements. Note this is really part of the CDI. Concepts for a scalable 

metadata service have already been presented in the first deliverable D7.1.1. The concept for data 

ingest is shown diagrammatically in the Figure 2 and Figure 3 below. This architecture will require sites 

participating in EUDAT to install an EUDAT service layer. This service layer will either periodically need 

to check for new files being written or be notified when a new file arrives. Note this needs to preclude 

movement of files, for instance when a disk server at a site is being drained a new physical file is 
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created, but not a new logical file. This is possible if the assigned PID is made part of the extended 

attributes of a file, which also minimises access to the handle system. Once a new file is detected, the 

PID service is contacted to assign a new PID (and file checksum) and both these pieces of information 

are stored in extended attribute of the file. At this point the PID is available to the client. Once the 

first copy of the file is created, the rules engine (part of the EUDAT data management layer) is 

contacted to see whether there are any replication rules for this file (possibly based on either the 

original site, the client IP or the local namespace) and the file is then copied to the remote site. If the 

copy is performed as an rsync, then the extended attributes of the filesystem can be preserved. If not, 

it protocol used to copy the file should support allowing additional information such as the PID and 

expected checksum. Once a site receives a replica of the file, the site should contact the PID system 

to inform it that is has a replica of the PID it has just received. This architecture should prove extremely 

scalable since there is no need to any large databases preserving the file information; all the 

information is held locally after it has been obtained once. The PID information could also be held on 

a noSQL database within the PID component as a caching mechanism to avoid additional lookups to 

the handle system. 

 

Figure 2: Proposed Scalable Architecture Detailing Data Ingest 

 

Figure 3: Details of the Proposed EUDAT Service Layer 
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Once this architecture is established, reading then becomes quite simple. Using a technology such as 

xrootd or http federation, data is easily ‘discoverable’ via redirection if a local file name is specified, 

or these technologies could be extended to support access via PID, simply recognizing the format and 

then going to the PID service in the data management layer to get the best available replica. Using 

GeoIP would be one solution to establish the best replica, but of course this does not take into account 

load directly. However, it could be combined with something like a ‘ping’ of the storage system to test 

response times, load and availability. This is shown in the Figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4: Scalable Architecture for Data Access 

Data management after establishing the number of replicas, as stated earlier requires at least two 

functions. Maintaining the integrity of the data could (and arguably should) be a part of the EUDAT 

service layer above. One could set up a task which would look at files on the storage system and ensure 

their checksum matches that originally provided. In the event the checksum is missing, the replication 

service is contacted to request a re-transfer of a good copy. This can be run as a low priority 

background task on the storage system and should not significantly impact operations. An alternative 

approach is to check the replica whenever a read request is received. If the replica is corrupt, the user 

is redirected to another site and request again made to fix up the replica. The disadvantage of this 

latter approach is it will incur an overhead of checking the file before the transfer is initiated, but has 

the advantage that there is a higher level of confidence in the validity of the data. The second 

identified task of maintaining the correct number of replicas must be co-ordinated at a higher level 

where the data management layer periodically checks each replica of a file to ensure it exists. While 

this task could also be used in addition to the above to check data integrity, it is recommended it does 

not since calculating a lot of checksums is quite CPU intensive.  

While this architecture is scalable, it does present some limitations. While safe replication and data 

staging are handled well, some of the ongoing work in storage based processing and integration with 

workflow engines would be difficult to accommodate. There would also need to be some development 
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effort required within the service and management layer, although the data access layer would 

already be highly optimised. 

If the above design is implemented, a migration path for existing data is required, and this, as well as 

additional information is given in Annex D. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1. Conclusions 

Task 7.1.1 during 1st and 2nd year of the EUDAT project focused on evaluating the scalability of the 

current and future data storage federation technologies. While 1st year resulted in conclusions related 

to current EUDAT CDI scalability, during 2nd year we examined alternative technologies and 

investigated technologies to evolve the EUDAT infrastructure and services into a system capable of 

meeting the scaling challenges expected in the coming decade.  

The analysis of the existing and emerging technologies (summarized in Section 2) leads to the 

observation that currently there is no single, best technology that could replace iRODS and drive the 

EUDAT CDI towards global scalability. However, there are technologies worth attention for EUDAT, 

since they have a potential to replace some of the the IRODS functionality within the federation layer, 

provided their current functionality is extended. 

4.1.1. Summary of technologies considered 

HTTP Dynamic Federations and XrootD are examples of data access solutions. They can provide 

transparent, re-direct mechanism-based, replica selection for optimal data placement and fail-over as 

well as other access optimisations such as meta-data and data caching. Importantly, they can be 

combined with the existing iRODS-based EUDAT CDI, e.g. deployed as an additional dynamic data 

access federation acting in front of iRODS servers. If these technologies enable writing to federated 

storage, they may also take the role of data ingest federation. Notably, writing support is on their 

development roadmaps.  

Object storage systems such as public storage clouds (e.g. Amazon S3) and commercial (DDN WOS) 

and open source solutions (OpenStack Swift, CEPH) may be used to build reliable and efficient storage 

systems in the back-end of the federation. However, using them as scalable federation layer that 

meets EUDAT requirements is impossible, due to specific data organisation (fragmentation of the 

objects into many chunks), namespace limitations (lack of support for nested structures) and limited 

federation capabilities. Notably, WP7 work it was shown in EUDAT-DEL-WP7-D7.1.1 that iRODS can 

already act as a federation and transparent data caching layer for object storage. Future federation 

solutions for EUDAT should enable including object storage systems in the CDI, e.g. by supporting de-

facto standard S3 protocol at the back-end.  

4.1.2. Scalable architecture highlights 

Based on the technology appraisal conducted in year 2, we have proposed a draft a scalable 

architecture design. It overcomes the limitations of particular technologies and solutions analysed 

within Task 7.1.1. 

The work on the scalable architecture design is summarized in Section 3 of this deliverable. The 

fundamental assumption is that data ingest, access and management functionality should be split into 

independent components. Data management has to be implemented by separate sub-system acting 

asynchronously to I/O operations and at the back-end of the ingest and access federation layers.  

The design also assumes that data management tasks including data replication, PID-assignment, data 

and meta-data consistency and integrity checks are performed asynchronously. While some of these 

tasks can be made synchronous, this does affect the scalability of the architecture as a whole. 
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By addressing data ingest, management and access processes by separate layers of the system, that 

act independently, the architecture enables high data ingest speed and optimisations in the data 

access. Importantly particular layers can be built with specialized software components. This enables 

EUDAT CDI to effectively exploit the potential of specialised technologies, such as high performance, 

parallel transmission at ingest and during replication, metadata caching at access etc. 

Based on the existing technology analysis and the envisioned architecture we analysed the approaches 

and technologies for current and future EUDAT CDI implementation. Our considerations covered 

short-term evolution plans, based on already existing technologies and long-term vision, projecting 

beyond what is available in the data storage and federation technology market at the moment. The 

CDI extension and migration options are discussed in detail in Section 4.2 and Annex D. Based on the 

analysis we drawn up a set of recommendation for EUDAT CDI development summarized in the next 

point. 

4.2. Recommendations 

In order to make CDI extendible to the global scale, sustainable over many years and compliant to the 

existing standards, EUDAT consortium should take recommendations presented below into account.  

4.2.1. Short-term recommendations 

As iRODS is currently the main technology of EUDAT and we do not see an alternative that could take 

over the role of federation solution at the moment, EUDAT JRA recommends the following short-term 

actions, enabling the iRODS-based system to scale and thus to enable supporting even higher data 

volumes and number of users than it is possible at the moment. 

First, data ingest, management and access should be performed independently by asynchronous 

iRODS micro-services. We believe that performing data replication and PID registration 

asynchronously to first ingest should improve the system response time and increase data upload 

speed observed by the users. Assuming the first replica will be protected accordingly (e.g. using local 

RAID array or local object storage system with local replication and/or erasure coding) and the user 

will be given the means to verify additional replicas existence as well as to acquire asynchronously 

added PIDs, such a setup would not compromise the data storage reliability while improving users’ 

experience.  

Second, data access optimisations can be implemented using additional layers such as HTTP Dynamic 

Federation acting in front of iRODS servers. Such a solution has been prototyped in the confines of 

T7.1.1 work and proved to be a workaround to costly meta-data lookups in the iRODS federation. 

Third, data and meta-data discovery as well as back-end storage content change detection 

mechanisms should be developed which is storage system agnostic. IRODS Direct Access Resources 

provides some of this functionality, but it is only available for direct UNIX storage, or where the storage 

presents a POSIX interface. In this way, EUDAT will respect user communities habits, procedures and 

policies related to data storage and access while enable them to take benefits from iRODS federation 

and the functionality offered by micro-services, such as automated replication and PID management. 

Although this requires putting development efforts into iRODS back-end interfaces extension, 

implementing additional iRODS micro-services for automated data and meta-data discovery, however 

such investment is in our opinion profitable. Enabling direct access to storage in parallel to federation-

based access will increase the EUDAT services take up by the user communities and simplify their 

integration with EUDAT CDI.  
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4.2.2. Long-term recommendations 

The scalable architecture design and considerations in Section 3 and Annex D show that federating 

storage systems on the concept of a common protocol would increase the flexibility of the EUDAT CDI 

architecture. Therefore, we believe in the future EUDAT should focus on assuring protocol 

compatibility of the federation layer, underlying storage and client side solutions and tools.  

HTTP or XrootD are examples of the interesting standard and domain specific protocols. If vendor and 

technology lock-in risks are considered, HTTP seems especially attractive. Using the well defined 

standard and ubiquitous HTTP protocol for storage systems federation would support the long-term 

sustainability, portability and extensibility of CDI architecture and make it easier to integrate solutions, 

tools and services provided by EUDAT.  

Therefore, EUDAT JRA recommends including wide support for HTTP protocol across the EUDAT CDI 

layers and consider building an HTTP ecosystem around existing EUDAT services and infrastructure. 

We also believe that HTTP technology itself, and extendible HTTP server implementations (such as 

Apache with its modules concept) may at some point become a basis for EUDAT CDI and its services. 
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ANNEX A. SCALABILITY TEST RESULTS 

A.1. HTTP Dynamic Federation tests results 

 

Figure 5 Simple bombard test performed on HTTP federation 

  

Figure 6 Parallel get test results acquired from single and HTTP-federated endpoints 
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A.2. WOS Test Results 

 

Figure 7: Time to Write 5000 100Byte Objects into WOS 

 

 

Figure 8: Peak Server Read and Write Rates in WOS 
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Figure 9: Aggregate Server Read and Write Rates in WOS 

A.3. XRootD Test Results 

 

Figure 10: Single Client Read/Write Rates in XRoot 
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Figure 11: Multi Client Read/Write Rates in XRoot 
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A.4. iRODS test results 

In order to verify 1st year iRODS technology evaluation findings, during 2nd year WP7.1.1 conducted a 

series of detailed performance test of iRODS. The aims of these tests was to better understand the 

actual scalability of iRODS as well as determine the cause of the limits observed during the 1st year. 

These tests were performed on dedicated physical machines, namely IBM x3650 servers, each 

equipped with 2 Intel E5-2407 CPUs, 64 GB RAM and 8 internal SATA drives and ServeRAID M5110 

controllers and direct server-server 10Gbit Ethernet connections. Such isolated environment allowed 

to avoid shared components such as disk array at the back-end, shared by many systems or shared 

network switch. 

We conducted the tests with system state and iRODS process monitoring enabled. Besides analysing 

the I/O performance, we monitored CPU load and usage and RAM consumption by particular 

processes. 

Tests were performed using iRODS v.3.2 on CentOS 6.4 with 2.6.32-358.18.1.el6.x86_64 kernel. iCAT 

database was backed by Postgresql v. 9.0.3 and run in the same machine and operating system as 

iRODS servers. 

Parallel upload/download test 

During 1st year test we observed many errors while running parallel upload and download tests. They 

were observed for inter-site transfers for more than 50 parallel threads and replicated in a local 

environment, where iRODS servers and client were run within a single data centre. 

During 2nd year we repeated these tests in a controlled, monitored environment. Figure 12 presents 

the results of parallel upload (IPUT) and download (GET) tests. In these tests we run uploads and 

downloads of 5GB files using 1-200 concurrent transmission threads. The test results lead to following 

observations. 

First, after eliminating iRODS servers-iCAT database connection limits, which might be the cause of 

issues observed previously, we were able to run up to 200 parallel upload or download threads. This 

shows that a single iRODS server can serve large number of clients in parallel even dealing with bulk 

data upload or download. Higher levels of parallelism were not tested due to time and resource 

constraints.  

Second, the only performance limitations we were able to see resultsed from the infrastructure and 

environment features rather than iRODS itself. For instance, parallel IPUT is able to sustain a 10Gbit 

Ethernet link while using number of parallel thread optimal from the disk subsystem point of view (i.e. 

10 threads which is close to the number of disk drives in the server). For higher parallelism, IGET and 

IPUT test reach throughput around 400MB/s, which is the performance limit of 8 disks running 

multiple parallel operations that are competing for the access to disk drive heads. 
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Figure 12: iRODS parallel upload / download throughput  

The performance limitations of the disk subsystem were assessed by running the iozone benchmark 

tests directly on the disks at the iRODS back-end. The results of read and write tests (run for 1-70 

threads) show similar performance trends to those observed in IGET and IPUT tests respectively (see 

Figure 13). 

  

  

Figure 13: Comparison IOZone tests results for disk subsystem 
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Third, iRODS server does not seem to introduce a significant performance overhead on the disk 

throughput. For instance, the results of IPUT test and iozone disk writing tests run using 5 parallel 

threads are comparable.  

Fourth, careful monitoring of the memory and CPU usage by iRODS servers leads to the conclusion 

that iRODS is not as resource-consuming as we observed in the 1st year scalability results. Drawings on 

Figure 14 show that iRODS server consumes on average 12MB of RAM per each transmission process, 

while iRODS client needs 6MB of RAM per thread. This observation is true while running the 

icommands single threaded. Overall RAM consumption during our test grew linearly with increasing 

number of threads, and reached ~2.4 GB on the server and ~1.2 GB on the client machine. Such 

capacity of the RAM memory is easily affordable in today’s servers and workstations.  

Fifth, the iRODS is does not consume signficant CPU resources, if typical workloads are considered. 

Memory consumption reached 250% of CPU (2,5 cores out of server’s 8 cores were loaded) while 

running the fastest IPUT test with 10 parallel threads. For higher parallelism level, CPU consumption 

was not the bottle-neck as the iRODS processes actually spent most time by waiting for I/O operations 

in the disk subsystem. 
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 Figure 14: iRODS parallel upload / download throughput  

It is however important to note, that the relatively low memory and CPU consumption is observed 

only while running pure iRODS servers and storing and accessing the data using iRODS native interface. 

If GridFTP and WebDAV interfaces are used, the Java implementation of these methods requires more 

CPU and memory resources that the low-level implementation of native iRODS interface. 
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ANNEX B. IRODS-FEDERATED NAMESPACES 

In the table below we present the namespace organization in an instance of Safe Replication Service 

of EUDAT. Selected directories (folders) in EPCC (listed in the right column, marked with bold text) are 

made visible to PSNC’s iRODS server (left column of the table). Selected files (e.g. testfileB-

20Aug13.txt) are replicated from EPCC to PSNC (see the bottom row of the table). 

PSNC storage listed from PSNC end-point 

Data @EPCC visible through federation 

EPCSS storage listed from PSNC end-point 

Data @EPCC visible through federation 

"/PSNC: 

 C- /PSNC/home 

 C- /PSNC/trash" 

"/PSNC/home: 

 C- /PSNC/home/aheyrovs#EPCC 

 C- /PSNC/home/derek#EPCC 

 C- /PSNC/home/ebreitmo#EPCC 

 C- /PSNC/home/ibethune#EPCC 

 C- /PSNC/home/molchowi#EPCC 

 C- /PSNC/home/nagios 

 C- /PSNC/home/public 

 C- /PSNC/home/rods 

 C- /PSNC/home/staszek 

 C- /PSNC/home/szasada#EPCC 

 C- /PSNC/home/wan#EPCC" 

 

"/EPCC/home: 

 C- /EPCC/home 

 C- /EPCC/trash" 

"/EPCC/home: 

 C- /EPCC/home/aheyrovs 

 C- /EPCC/home/akrause 

 C- /EPCC/home/derek 

 C- /EPCC/home/ebreitmo 

 C- /EPCC/home/giacomo 

 C- /EPCC/home/ibethune 

 C- /EPCC/home/irods_user 

 C- /EPCC/home/keigelis 

 C- /EPCC/home/molchowi 

 C- /EPCC/home/nagios 

 C- /EPCC/home/pr1is008 

 C- /EPCC/home/public 

 C- /EPCC/home/rods 

 C- /EPCC/home/staszek#PSNC 

 C- /EPCC/home/szasada 

 C- /EPCC/home/training01 

 C- /EPCC/home/training02 

 C- /EPCC/home/training03 

 C- /EPCC/home/wan 

 C- /EPCC/home/webuser" 
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At: /EPCC/home/aheyrovs/registered:  

[irods_user@eudat1 ~]$ ils -L  

/EPCC/home/aheyrovs/registered:  

/general/y12/y12/irods/DATA/home/aheyrovs/registered/1GB.zip  

/general/y12/y12/irods/DATA/home/aheyrovs/registered/5MB.zip  

/general/y12/y12/irods/DATA/home/aheyrovs/registered/testfile1-3-Oct-2013.txt  

/general/y12/y12/irods/DATA/home/aheyrovs/registered/testfileB-20Aug13.txt  

/general/y12/y12/irods/DATA/home/aheyrovs/registered/testfileC-20Aug13.txt   

 

At:/PSNC/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated:  

[irods_user@eudat1 ~]$ ils -L  

/PSNC/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated:  

/home/irods_user/iRODS/Vault/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated/1GB.zip  

/home/irods_user/iRODS/Vault/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated/5MB.zip  

/home/irods_user/iRODS/Vault/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated/testfile1-3-Oct-2013.txt  

/home/irods_user/iRODS/Vault/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated/testfileB-20Aug13.txt  

/home/irods_user/iRODS/Vault/home/aheyrovs#EPCC/replicated/testfileC-20Aug13.txt  

 

Table 2: iRODS federated namespaces 
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ANNEX C. DATA DISCOVERY AT THE BACK-END OF THE FEDERATION LAYER 

This Annex discusses the data modification discovery issues in iRODS and other federation 

technologies. 

If iRODS vaults are used for data storage only the data are put into the back-end storage systems 

through iRODS is visible. Meta-data are put into the iCAT database while data are ingested or modified. 

Manipulation of the data structure, performed directly in the storage system is not automatically 

reflected in the iRODS view on the system state. While there is a registration mechanism available 

that can be used e.g. for letting the iCAT know about the files ingested or modified using storage 

system interfaces it must be triggered by the end-user. This complicates the end-user interface to CDI. 

Alternatively, data registration into iCAT can be triggered by the storage system. However there is no 

simple, universal, lightweight and reliable method for doing it. Full scanning the underlying storage 

for state changes is resource consuming, and does not guarantee fast responses to the data 

modification operations. It may lead to consistency and performance issues especially in case of the 

systems holding complicated data structures, such as millions of nested directories and files or millions 

of objects, being frequently changed. Some operating systems provide a way of notifying applications 

about the changes in the file system structure and operations on files and directories (e.g. inotify in 

the Linux systems). However, while being lightweight these mechanisms are typically asynchronous 

and do not guarantee reporting the events in order. This may lead to problems in interpreting the 

events logic or even missed events due to buffer overflows.  

Mounted collections can be used as alternative approach for iRODS-storage system interfacing, 

however in such a setup none of the iCAT features can be exploited. It is impossible e.g. to keep file 

PIDs in the iRODS meta-data database, thus requiring to use another solution for meta-data handling. 

Moreover, mounted collections can only be used for accessing the storage systems through file system 

interface.  

Overall, using iRODS for federating storage users need to use iRODS interfaces for data ingest and 

retrieval. While the range of the iRODS interfaces includes native iRODS API and icommands, WebDAV 

and GridFTP (and FUSE interface since iRODS version 3.2) adopting them may require modifications in 

users’ software. Alternatively, users may keep using the original interfaces. In the latter case they need 

to perform additional actions such as new data registration or they must rely on the data discovery 

mechanisms at the iRODS back-end. Achieving automated discovery reliability, fast change detection 

and non-intrusiveness to iRODS servers and storage systems is a challenge.  

Data discovery and change detection on the back end storage is also not trivial in other technologies. 

However, as opposed to iRODS, its alternatives such as XrootD and HTTP-based Dynamic Federation 

have several ‘native’, lightweight and reliable mechanisms in place. For instance HTTP Dynamic 

Federation employs combination of storage endpoints polling, intelligent scanning and meta-data 

caching. Files uploaded to the storage system become immediately visible, i.e. accessible through 

federation, assuming the user knows their logical location (which is trivial to determine as the file 

location within a federated namespace is typically a original storage endpoint location with a simple 

prefix). Notably, at the first access, file meta-data and its physical locations are saved in the federation 

cache and next calls to the same file metadata are served from the memory. If directory listing is 

considered, the federation employs an intelligent namespace scanning. It is triggered periodically 

(based on cache validity time defined in the configuration) or when the subdirectory is accessed or if 

changes are detected by the federation while polling WebDAV servers (using combination of if-

modified HTTP headers and WevDAV’s propfind). The scanning scope is limited to only these parts of 
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sub-tree whose meta-data cache has expired or where changes were detected. This makes this 

process non-intrusive (assuming proper implementation of the change detection at WebDAV servers) 

and responsive. HTTP federation was tested at scale of millions of directory entries – it has low 

overhead and brings performance improvements for frequently accessed data due to in-memory 

meta-data storage.  
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ANNEX D. SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE APPLICATION TO EUDAT CDI 

In this annex we provide detailed analysis and discussion of possibilities of applying the envisioned 

scalable architecture in particular areas of EUDAT CDI, including data ingest, management and access. 

These considerations provide also a possible step-by-step migration and evolution plan for CDI, that 

is possible to implement based on technologies and solutions already available. 

D.1. Data ingest 

Current situation: 

Currently, data ingest process is integrated with the data management tasks including replication and 

PIDs assignment. In current EUDAT CDI all these processes are controlled and implemented using 

iRODS. 

Our proposal for the scalable architecture assumes separating data ingest from management 

processes and performing them asynchronously and independently to each other, possibly basing on 

different technologies. In our approach data ingest includes only creation and determination the 

optimal physical location of the initial replica as well as the placement of corresponding logical 

representation of the digital object within the name space.  

Replication and PID management is considered as the management process, independent from the 

data ingest. The iRODS micro services concept allows customisation of the replication and PID 

registration services for the needs of user communities, application domains and use cases. This 

makes usage of this technology extremely attractive in the data management process.  

However data ingest in EUDAT CDI may require improvements and extensions that will help address 

user community and data centre requirements over a longer time period. 

Future options: 

An important problem for many communities is to be able to ingest vast amounts of data or 

complicated data structures within a given timeframe. For instance in the EPOS use case, data need 

to be collected and processed in quasi real time, while being protected for a long term, and possibly 

registered in PID system. The system’s response time to the ingest action should be immediate.  

This can be addressed by limiting the ingest process to uploading a single file replica and performing 

the replication and PID registration asynchronously. Possibly, the best throughput and response time 

is achieved while putting the data directly to a storage system, e.g. exploiting GridFTP’s parallelism for 

effectively transferring large files (overcoming the network latency vs bandwidth trade-off) or 

lightweight HTTP implementation for transferring numerous small probes from the observation 

instrument (guaranteeing short response times for write operations).  

In reality, communities often use their own, domain-specific methods and protocols, guaranteeing 

fast data ingest or implementing additional functionality such as data filtering at the source, or in-

storage processing (see e.g. ArcLink6 used by EPOS/INGV and Hadoop-iRODS integration within task 

7.3). In an ideal case, these users should be able to keep their natural interfaces while benefitting from 

the data storage reliability and long term availability in EUDAT CDI, achieved through data replication 

and PID registration 

                                                           

6 http://www.seiscomp3.org/wiki/doc/applications/arclink 
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EUDAT should respect these well-established community practices in order to encourage acceptance 

of its services by the communities that have already invested in building the solutions on particular 

technologies. 

Another illustrative example is the VPH community that uses the EPCC-PSNC Safe Replication Island 

and are currently ingesting their VIP project data into EPCC’s iRODS servers. These are replicated to 

iRODS servers at PSNC backed by disk pools on arrays. Concurrently, VPH is collaborating with PSNC 

under pMedicine project. Over the last two years these partners invested into building and operating 

reliable object storage system based on OpenStack Swift. In such situation, keeping the OpenStack 

interface available at the PSNC for ingesting pMedicine data into local storage system while making it 

possible to transparently replicate these data into EPCSS iRODS pools would be beneficial. However 

none of this is possible at the moment, especially if synchronous replication is required. This 

demonstrates the importance of splitting the data management and ingest processes and affirms the 

necessity to develop reliable and lightweight change detection mechanisms for various data storage 

back-ends to be federated under EUDAT CDI. 

Overall, we believe that EUDAT should enable implementing high-performance data ingest assuring 

some level of data protection at the first storage location (e.g. thanks to RAID protection in disk array 

or local replication within the local object store) and making efficient, reliable, however asynchronous 

data replication and registration of data in PID system. 

The ingest process itself should enable transparent and automated optimisation of the first replica 

placement, possibly taking into account the client location or defined data placement policy as well as 

the actual storage systems state (CPU load, available space, failures, network latency etc.). iRODS 

micro services cannot play this role as they are triggered after ingesting the first replica to the data 

store. 

Intelligent, dynamic data ingest federation can take-over the implementation of the data placement 

policy, transparently to users. Shifting this functionality to the front-end service enables applying 

optimisations to data location etc. before the first data replica is created in the system.  

Possible migration path 

Evolution from current to the envisioned architecture requires addressing both technical and 

organisational issues. On the technical level the interface among the federation and data storage must 

be adapted in order to support equip it with reliable and lightweight changes discovery mechanism. 

Importantly, implementing dynamic data ingest federation can be accomplished while not intruding 

the existing iRODS-based federation. For instance HTTP-based federation can be run in front of iRODS 

servers with WebDAV interface enabled, assuming the former will be extended to support data 

writing. Alternatively, lightweight HTTP-based redirection layer can be built, providing the transparent 

optimisations to ingest processes that use iRODS WebDAV endpoint. Still, micro services-based 

replication and PID registration can be performed on the iRODS server side, complementing the 

optimisation processes handled by the front-end federation. 
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D.2. Data management  

Current situation: 

The iRODS micro services concept provides a good framework for controlling execution of periodic or 

even-triggered data management tasks, involving actions necessary from the perspective of long-term 

data availability, durability and consistency. Data management actions to be implemented in reliable 

long term data archive include: checking the level of data storage redundancy, e.g. existence of the 

required replicas, controlling the consistency among data and meta-data and integrity control of the 

data files.  

EUDAT CDI does not yet implement these mechanisms, as the focus was mainly on the data ingest and 

access as well as integration of CDI interfaces with community portals and solutions from one hand, 

and data centre storage systems on the other. 

Future options 

iRODS enables implementing both triggered and periodic tasks. At data ingest an iRODS micro service 

may calculate the data file digest and put it into meta-data catalogue. Notably this process should be 

performed immediately after writing the first file replica as data are probably still kept on fast media 

and the results of such calculation should be used for verifying the correctness of replication.  

Replica existence checks and control of the data store vs meta-data consistency can be implemented 

by querying iCAT databases and meta-data kept in storage back-ends.  

Integrity control could be done by calculating data cryptographic digests (MD5, SHA512 etc.) and 

comparing them with the ones determined at data ingest. Digest calculation should be triggered at 

data digest, for initial replica (asynchronously to digest in order to avoid delays) and after creating 

new replicas within the replication process. These activities can be handled by micro-services.  

Periodic scans (‘data scrubbing’) should be performed as background, low priority jobs. In case if 

inconsistencies are detected, iRODS servers can automatically initiate the replica reconstruction 

process or meta-data reconciliation. These actions can be again included into micro-services. 

An important option to consider in the future is to fully decouple the data replication from data ingest. 

This includes making the replication (and possibly PID registration) asynchronously to the actual ingest 

of initial replica of the data. Asynchronous replication and PID registration is fundamental for 

achieving the system scalability to large data volumes and millions of ingested objects. While 

asynchronous replication help to avoid delays at data ingest caused by data transmission to remote 

replication sites, asynchronous PID assignment enables to overcome possible limitations of the Handle 

system.  

Possible migration path: 

Implementing additional server-side processes for data management does not constitute an issue 

assuming the iRODS rule engine is in place. Micro services can be easily used to steer the data and 

meta-data consistency including data digesting at ingest and periodic scrubbing afterwards. They 

could use external tools or subsystem that implements particular actions. These processes can also by 

controlled by another mechanisms, such as a server-side daemon if iRODS is removed from the EUDAT 

CDI. 

Decoupling the data management (including background replication) from data ingest is to some 

extent possible even in the existing EUDAT CDI. It would require calling the asynchronous replication 
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for data sets ingested to iRODS servers and performing the PID registration asynchronously. This 

would decrease the latencies at data ingest by allowing the system to acknowledge successful data 

ingest before the data gets replicated. It would also make the ingest independent of possible latencies 

of PID registration.  

In this asynchronous approach, additional steps in the ingest process would be required by the end 

user tools or community interfaces. They include verifying if replicas were successfully created and 

PID registered by polling the iRODS server and/or iCAT. While including these processes into user 

workflows incurs some labour costs required for modification of already developed solutions for CDI, 

making the ingest, replication and PID registration asynchronous looks to be profitable, as in some 

use-cases it may increase the performance observed by the users dramatically. 

Importantly replication and PID tasks should be managed reliably. For this purpose relational database 

management system can be used at it is already present in the CDI architecture backing the iRODS 

iCAT. Note that for some communities, synchronous replication and PID assignment may be a 

requirement and this is quite acceptable if they understand that it will incur additional overheads in 

data ingest, but we propose that asynchronous data management tasks should be the norm. 

D.3. Data access 

Current situation: 

While meta-data system of iRODS guarantees the transactional consistency of meta-data operations 

(it is based on relational database), which is crucial for long-term availability and consistency of the 

data and metadata, the need to access the metadata system at every data access introduces delays. 

This especially impacts the performance of accessing the data sets composed of numerous files.  

To some extent this limitation can be addressed by optimising the iCAT configuration (e.g. adding 

indexes to selected tables columns) and deployment infrastructure (equipping servers with large RAM, 

SSD arrays for caching, clustering and load-balancing servers etc.). A more comprehensive approach 

should however consider preparing an alternative or complementary alternative to iRODS for 

accelerating the data access. For instance HTTP Dynamic Federations and XrootD technologies can be 

used as data access layer, involving dynamic metadata discovery and caching and data access 

redirections. 

Overall, while the current EUDAT use-cases are not impacted by the access performance limitation, 

we assume that EUDAT CDI should evolve in the direction of supporting high-performance access to 

millions of files and very large volumes. This may be achieved by providing additional mechanisms in 

front of EUDAT CDI or extending the architecture of CDI by integrating the data access optimisations 

into it. 

Future options: 

As said earlier XrootD and HTTP Dynamic Federations provide good basis for implementing high-

performance, scalable and fault-tolerant data access layer. While currently most of the communities 

are using the iRODS servers as data access endpoints (directly by exploiting iRODS clients or indirectly 

through community portals and services), it is possible and purposeful to enable alternatives methods.  

In the proposed approach iRODS would only act as the scalable and reliable data management 

solution. Once stored and replicated as well as PID-registered, data and meta-data could be accessed 
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using alternative methods, assuming that back-end storage systems expose data access interfaces that 

could be consumed by these methods.  

Possible migration path 

Evolution of EUDAT CDI towards supporting high-performance data access can be happen as follows.  

Data and/or meta-data caching mechanisms run in front of iRODS-based CDI may be included in the 

client tools or integrated into community portals. However, implementing them client-side looks to 

be risky and resource consuming given the possible variety of operating systems and tools used by 

end-users. Community portals-integrated mechanisms are more transparent to users, however they 

would still require some adaptation of the community software. Therefore implementing server-side 

logic is the most obvious solution. 

Following migration plan enables integrating XrootD and HTTP into CDI, as they are promising 

candidates technologies for accelerating data access.  

In the first stage, XrootD and HTTP can be used in front of iRODS servers. The evaluation we performed 

within WP7 shows that HTTP federation can be easily combined with iRODS WebDAV frontend and 

does not bring important performance overheads.  

XrootD and HTTP federation currently enable only data reading (writing support on the roadmap). 

Therefore proposed configuration exploits functionality of XrootD or HTTP federation for data access 

while keeping iRODS for data ingest and management. Notably, integration of the HTTP federation 

with EUDAT CDI looks more straightforward as iRODS already supports WebDAV.  

In the further stages, XrootD or HTTP can even replace iRODS federation for the data access.  

Using POSIX interface XrootD is able to federate GFPS, HDFS, Lustre and other file systems. Through 

plugins it can also speak to dCache, DPM and other Grid storage technologies. Which already covers 

important part of storage systems currently federated using iRODS. In additiol plugins can be 

developed for storage systems that are not yet supported.  

For HTTP-based Dynamic Federation, data need to be exposed using WebDAV. Behind the WebDAV 

front-end, virtually any kind of storage can be used. POSIX-compliant file systems can be integrated 

with HTTP federation by running the web server (e.g. Apache) to provide WebDAV endpoint. If the 

storage system is not able to speak WebDAV, federation plugin need to be developed. Such approach 

was adopted to e.g. integrate DPM. Alternatively virtual filesystem interface can be provided on top 

of storage system (e.g. sshfs), and integrated with federation using WebDAV front-end.  

In the longer perspective, from the architecture point of view, XrootD or HTTP could be used as data 

access and data ingest layers. Data management processes could be implemented and controlled 

using another technology. However, since federation technologies do not yet support data writing, 

these technologies are not ready to substitute iRODS in the predictable time frame. 

D.4. Discussion on Architecture and Migration 

As the architecture sketched above is designed to be massively scalable, it provides a good basis for 

building high-capacity and high-performance services for data storage, access and exploitation. The 

design ensures that, if the components are themselves high-performance units, the federation is also 

a high-performance system. In this section we discuss possibilities and road-map of application of the 

envisioned architecture to the EUDAT CDI. In our considerations we take into account that EUDAT 
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must provide means for federating the existing archives of data, which has some important 

implications. 

Scalable architecture accommodating the requirements of the EUDAT CDI 

In assessing scalability of the federation architecture for data archives a number of factors should be 

taken into account. They are described in details in Deliverable D7.1.1. In this paper we quickly 

overview them as they cast the light on our further considerations related to federation architecture 

and technologies. 

The archive should guarantee the persistency, (bit-)preservation of the data and long term availability 

and sustainability of the service. These requirements can be addressed by both technical and 

operational solutions. Fundamental technologies for achieving data persistency, integrity and 

availability are replication, data and meta-data consistency checks, data integrity control, fail-over and 

failure recovery. Long term availability of the services depends on the adaptability and modularity of 

the solutions used, availability of the migration and upgrade paths and compliance to standards. 

The federation has to ensure that archives and data are distributed but globally accessible. An EUDAT 

ambition is to build a federated archive that breaks out the domain constraints imposed by specific 

communities in order to provide accessibility to a wider, cross disciplinary user base. The EUDAT CDI 

needs to cope with disparate storage technologies used at large data centres and allow easy 

integration of new sites and communities with a minimum possible impact on the existing data 

archives. This means, among other things, no performance and scalability overheads. It also includes 

avoiding complicated, resource-consuming integration process, that may discourage data centres and 

communities from joining the federation. Importantly, the federation should provide a uniform access 

to multiple, existing data archives, without the end user having to be concerned about the physical 

location of the data, underlying technology or access protocols of particular archives. Providing 

uniformity of the data access and high performance is the research challenge addressed in our work.  

The target architecture of the EUDAT CDI federation should be extensible to possibly hundreds of data 

centres and thousands of scientific communities. While WP5 and WP6 focus on solutions that are both 

needed and affordable within 3-5 year timeframe, EUDAT’s JRA has to provide broader perspective. 

We believe, that the architecture proposed above can address these challenges. By addressing data 

ingest, management and access processes by separate layers of the system, that act independently, 

the architecture can be built with dedicated software components. The approach proposed enables 

EUDAT CDI to effectively exploit the potential of specialised technologies. 

The current architecture of EUDAT CDI was developed having in mind modularity. This enables 

extensible implementation and future substitution of modules and technologies by more robust or 

standards-based alternatives. This addresses one of the most serious concerns related to developing, 

operating and sustaining the EUDAT services over long timeframe. It improves adaptability of CDI into 

future technology trends as well as supporting re-use of EUDAT results in different environments.  

Thanks to this layered and extendible shape of the current CDI, it is possible to evolve it into the 

direction of envisioned architecture presented in the previous section. Evolution can be performed 

step-by-step, starting from non-intrusive adaptations, e.g. by extending scalability of the data access 

layer. In the following sections we analyse the current and possible future features of the EUDAT CDI 

and present possible migration plans. 

Analysis of current and future architecture and technologies of EUDAT CDI 
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In this section we discuss relations among scalable architecture components and functions and 

technologies as well as current and future EUDAT CDI elements. This discussion provides us also with 

the vision of possible migration paths from current CDI into future solutions. We start from examining 

the general federation aspect of the CDI and continue by covering three areas in the defined 

architecture. 

Current situation: 

The EUDAT project decision to choose iRODS as the main technology for federating existing archives 

was made following a careful analysis of functional and non-functional requirements as well as 

evaluation of technological features and sustainability of the technologies. While there are always 

different options, iRODS was the only technology that addresses the main requirements of a Safe 

Replication Service which is the central services of EUDAT CDI. They include: easy integration of 

different (various) storage systems, handling of persistent identifiers during replication, providing 

access to data and metadata using various protocols, flexibility by use of micro-services and integration 

with AAI solutions.  

iRODS is also considered as more flexible than all other technologies considered for CDI. 

It can federate heterogeneous storage systems in existing data archives, including systems that expose 

POSIX interfaces, systems with HTTP front-ends and data-bases. Thanks to using iRODS, EUDAT CDI is 

already able to federate multiple data archives that exist in the data centres based on technologies 

such as GPFS, HSMs, Castor, dCache, HPSS, TSM, Oracle SAM-QFS, CXFS. Moreover, WP7.2 works on 

OpenStack-iRODS integration proved on that iRODS can act as an convenient interface and 

transparent data caching layer for object storage systems. 

iRODS can be extended to cope with new and emerging storage solutions and technologies. This may 

be achieved by using compound resources concept and developing plugins to Mass Storage System7 

driver. Another option is to exploit Micro Service Objects8 feature. It enables representing in the iRODS 

namespace objects that are outside the control of iRODS servers, be ‘visualising’ them as the data 

objects. They include internet services (HTTP/FTP), databases and possibly object storage. 

iRODS micro services can be used in order to implement virtually any actions related to data and meta-

data handling at ingest, data management stage and data access. For instance data integrity checks 

can be run periodically as an background process or triggered every time new replica is created. 

Overall iRODS micro services as well as MSS and MSO interfaces enable iRODS users to implement 

plugins for integrating their storage into federation. Extensions and plugins may be implemented using 

relatively easy, high-level programming languages, which makes the iRODS integration 

straightforward.  

iRODS flexibility was proven during integrations of user community use cases into EUDAT CDI, 

reported in Deliverable D5.2.2. However, an open and extendible framework of iRODS has also the 

cost. It introduces latencies in processing the data access and storage requests. iCAT database lookups 

and modifications High-level implementation of front-end interfaces, based on the iRODS API such as 

Griffin and DAVIS are also resource consuming. 

                                                           

7 https://www.irods.org/index.php/Universal_Mass_Storage_System_driver 
8 https://www.irods.org/index.php/Micro-Service_Objects 
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Future options: 

We envision that in the foreseeable future iRODS will remain the main technology of CDI’s data ingest 

and will play important role in steering/controlling the data management.  

It is worth however, to consider limitations of current approach. These limitations are discussed 

below, along with their impact on the CDI implementation. These considerations also point directions 

of future WP7 work and possible optimisations of the production islands.  

While iRODS makes it possible to build a single namespace depicting content of the archives federated, 

it does not enable the abstraction from the physical file location. This makes it difficult to transparently 

optimise the data placement at retrieval or to provide transparent failover from unavailable sites, as 

it was already pointed in Section 3.3. For instance, production islands for Safe Replication expose to 

users the namespace hierarchy that actually corresponds to physical location of the data. For instance 

users of EPCC-PSNC federation see two sub-folders relevant to the names of participating data centres 

(detailed view of the namespace is provided in Annex B). Therefore, while ingesting the data users 

need to point the exact location under which new data are to be placed. Similar situation happens 

while accessing the data. If failover from initial location is needed it has to be handled by user-side 

mechanism. 

This aspect was discussed within the EUDAT consortium and the conclusion is that for most use-cases 

implemented at the moment, user communities accept the location-bound logical naming schema. 

Some communities even prefer uploading the data only to specific data centre at near location and 

perform the replication to agreed, limited set of storage sites. Therefore we do not treat this iRODS 

limitation as a show-stopper for addressing community needs. However we think that EUDAT should 

work on solution or workaround in case if such expectation appears in the use-cases.  

Another iRODS limitation is that using it as federation layer imposes usage of iRODS front-end 

interfaces for data ingest and access and make data manipulation directly on one of the federated 

endpoints difficult. While this is a common problem of software-based federations involving a gateway 

system (opposite to protocol-based federation), we will discuss our case with using iRODS to federate 

storage.  

The problem has two dimensions. First, EUDAT CDI users must run software compatible to iRODS 

servers, i.e. iRODS native protocol clients (e.g. icommands) or modules that exploit iRODS API. 

Alternatively they can use clients of protocols supported by iRODS extensions, i.e. WebDAV (provided 

by DAVIS) and GridFTP (implemented by Griffin). Second, if the direct access to the federated storage 

has to be preserved for some reason, developing a back-end change detection mechanisms for the 

federation layer may be necessary. However, iRODS does not natively provide mechanisms for change 

detection within existing archives. In the same time Achieving automated discovery reliability, fast 

change detection and non-intrusiveness to iRODS servers and storage systems is a challenge. The 

detailed analysis of these issues is provided in Annex C.  

Last issue it is worth to raise at this point is the meta-data access latency introduced by a federation 

layer. While iRODS enables combining namespaces in the particular federated storage systems into a 

unique, federated namespace, there is no way to aggregate the meta-data information needed to 

speed up the access to data into single point where these data are buffered in order to speed up access 

and overcome metadata lookup latency. Meta-data information in the iRODS-based federation remain 

in the multiple federated iCAT databases. Therefore, while accessing files located in different places of 

the federated namespace, or while browsing directories, users may need to refer to multiple iCAT 
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database dispersed across the network, which may introduce latency, especially in highly distributed 

environment.  

To overcome limitations presented above, iRODS can be combined with solutions supporting the 

transparent federation. Some possible option are discussed in the next point. Detailed considerations 

on optimisation of the data ingest, access and management are provided in Annex D. 

Possible migration path 

As said earlier, iRODS will remain the basis of EUDAT CDI for considerable period of time. It provides 

technical means for implementing a physical location independent access. Automated replication and 

integration with PID system assures existence of required number of replicas and possibility to 

determine their logical names and physical location. While this may require some adaptations of the 

current approach to replication and PID management, access transparency is possible to achieve, and 

not limited by the iRODS architecture. 

In the long-term perspective, EUDAT should consider further decoupling physical location of the data 

from the namespace. Such approach makes it possible to transparently implement data placement 

optimisation and fail-over from temporarily unavailable sites.  

These mechanisms can be implemented on the client side, e.g. the in the client tool or community 

portal or in the intermediate namespace translating layer in running in front of iRODS servers. For 

instance, HTTP-based Dynamic Federation is capable of providing location independent access and 

fail-over not impacting the internal structure of the federated elements. The only requirement in such 

case is that iRODS servers run WebDAV front-ends which consume some extra resources (as being 

Java-based), however make the exploiting the dynamic data access federation possible. 

An open issue is if this namespace abstraction layer should mimic the file system hierarchy (see e.g. 

HTTP federation) or should be only used to enable referring to the data using digital objects’ PIDs or 

other identifiers. Most probably both approaches should be adopted in order to address various the 

EUDAT use-cases. While some communities are already familiar with PID concept or open to adopt it, 

its usage and acceptance in wider spectrum of applications and domains is not obvious. Especially 

human operators (opposite to robots, portals, system agents etc.) may prefer the file system-like view 

of the data and meta-data as the natural interface to storage. Obviously, assuring namespace 

unification is not trivial and avoiding namespace clashes over long term at the global scale is 

challenging. Therefore this aspect needs further discussion and research within EUDAT consortium 

and with the user communities.  

Another step in possible development of EUDAT CDI is to enable data ingest using both federation 

protocols (icommands, iRODS API, WebDAV, GridFTP) and original interfaces of the federated storage 

systems while assuring backend operations detection and reflection in the federated view. While such 

feature is not easy provide (which has been shown in the considerations above and in Annex C) it 

would enable users to benefit from federation features and advantages of native storage protocols. 

This would also support the adoption of the EUDAT Safe Replication services by avoiding the disruption 

of user habits and respecting the existence of their solutions and tools for data ingest.  

Investing in intelligent change tracking and detection mechanism that would provide good 

responsiveness while minimising impact on storage systems load seems to be profitable, even if it 

requires substantial development effort. Notably, many components used in EUDAT CDI already 

support intelligent mechanisms, that can be effectively used for change detection (e.g. WebDAV’s 

propfind, Linux filesystems inotify), therefore implementation of the mechanisms is realistic. 
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D.5. Long term vision 

Previous sections and Annex D provide a short-term vision of the impact of the scalable architecture 

presented in Section 3 on the architecture and technologies of EUDAT CDI. In these considerations we 

analysed the possibilities to evolve current CDI while using currently available, existing technologies.  

In this section we outline a long term vision of the EUDAT CDI evolution. Notably, the vision is not 

applicable at the moment as not all technologies and solutions of interest are yet in place or are 

mature enough to be put into production. However, we believe that EUDAT should have this vision in 

mind while planning further development of its architecture, services and interfaces. 

Current situation: 

The decision on adopting iRODS as the federation technology for the EUDAT CDI was motivated by the 

wish to build the flexible and extendible base for developing and running common and community-

specific services. iRODS with its rule engine and micro services concept was the only of-the-shelf 

solution ready to play the role of modular and pluggable yet stable federation system. 

An important aspect of iRODS as storage federation is that it is a gateway-based federation solution. 

This means that in any case, the iRODS software is used when the end-user accesses the federated 

storage systems. Every meta-data look up and data transfer eventually traverses iRODS servers. We 

believe that this has implications on the features the federation can provide, the flexibility to extend 

the federation and the way EUDAT can interact with other European or international science projects. 

The future EUDAT CDI must be able to make use of existing storage systems and data management 

solutions and also be prepared to incorporate upcoming technologies. We believe, that the way to go 

forward, evolve towards a protocol-based federation in which the current iRODS-based federation will 

take a major goal. 

By choosing a federation model based on agreed protocols, it is possible to enrich it with new features, 

e.g. by adding a transparent and dynamic redirection layer on top, and to have a simple mechanism 

for new sites to join, just by requiring the support of a common protocol (opposite to common 

software). 

The starting point of this future federation is of course the current system. Current work is showing 

that an iRODS-based federation is capable of integrating different flavors of backend storage, but also 

using outside software to do inter-site replication and providing support for multiple protocols. 

In a recent deliverable we have already argued that the HTTP protocol and possibly CDMI can be a 

good candidate to provide a flexible way of integrating also multiple infrastructures in the federation 

and provide compatibility with other European infrastructure projects such as EGI. 

For this larger federation to emerge, effort has to be put in to provide frontends for the chosen 

protocol to iRODS and then to develop data management tools that can work in between different 

technologies. This has already started with a discussion forum to build a RESTful interface to EUDAT 

services and the demonstration that iRODS is able to use other software to start file transfers and 

provide replication. 

Future options: 

Having the limitations of gateway-based federation approach in mind, we believe that in a long time 

scale EUDAT should focus on assuring protocol compatibility of the federation layer, underlying 

storage and client side solutions and tools. Federating on the concept of a common protocol would 
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make the EUDAT CDI architecture even more flexible that it is possible now. Important feature of the 

protocol to be used for federation is a built-in redirect mechanism. HTTP or XrootD are examples of 

the standard and domain specific protocols that demonstrated their power as storage federation 

solutions. 

In the broad perspective, we believe that in order to assure long-term sustainability of EUDAT CDI and 

wide acceptance of its services EUDAT should consider developing federation mechanisms based on 

standard protocols such as HTTP. Users may be reluctant to modify or extend their software stacks as 

well as to adopt non-standard technologies and protocols in order to enrol with EUDAT CDI. iRODS is 

definitely a non-standard technology. While iRODS provide GridFTP and WebDAV interfaces in 

addition to its native interface the acceptance of these protocols may be limited. GridFTP however 

powerful for large data volumes transmission is mainly used in specific domains such as High Energy 

Physics, grids and HPC systems. WebDAV is more popular in the content management environments 

and collaborative data storage and exchange solutions, however it has still no chance to win on 

popularity with the standard HTTP. 

HTTP looks especially interesting in this context. The fact that it is standard and popular guarantees 

ease integration of client tools and services and storage systems with the federation. None of the 

protocols currently supported by iRODS has a reach comparable to standard HTTP. Most client and 

end-user environments understand HTTP and include the clients of these protocols. HTTP-enabled 

systems are easy to integrate with many existing tools, portals, infrastructures and storage systems.  

Importantly, HTTP already provides many features required for scalable storage federation. These 

features include native support for server-side redirects. They enable implementing transparent load-

balancing and fault-tolerance mechanisms within the federation layer. Using redirects the client traffic 

can be steered so that clients get access to data replicas, optimal from the point of view of data access 

performance (including upload/download throughput, I/O operations latency etc.) as well as 

resources usage (load-balancing). Notably, GeoIP-based data access and traffic optimisation are 

available as modules or extensions to popular HTTP servers such as Apache. In addition to assuring 

data locality to users, Web caching mechanisms can be used to further speed up data and meta-data 

handling. For the fault tolerance, HTTP proxies and lightweight HTTP elements at storage end-points 

may use redirects in order to fail-over from unavailable components. Such approach is transparent to 

end-users, as even simple HTTP client such as web client such as browsers, curl, wget and HTTP client 

libraries can handle redirects without end-user intervention.  

HTTP is also a protocol suitable to expose storage systems and their functionality to the World. It has 

been used since years for read-only access the file servers content, including software distribution, 

documents, videos etc. HTTP extensions such as WebDAV enable also read/write access to storage 

through HTTP. In recent years storage systems equipped in REST-compliant HTTP interfaces such as 

Amazon S3, Rackspace Cloud files, MS Azzure Storage proved to be scalable to the global systems 

including worldwide infrastructure, hundreds of Petabytes capacity and millions of data objects. 

Beside benefits that can be taken from features built into the protocol itself, using HTTP enables to 

exploit plethora of solutions and mechanisms available in the Web World. In the open source domain 

there is already a wide spectrum of server implementations available, including feature-full Apache9, 

                                                           

9 http://httpd.apache.org/ 

http://httpd.apache.org/
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extendible through modules, and lightweight HTTP servers, proxies such as TNTnet10 or NGINX11. Client 

applications and libraries, as already said, are available for most platforms including Windows and 

Unix servers, workstations as well as mobile and embedded systems. 

Importantly, World-wide user base of HTTP protocol creates the pressure on the technology openness 

and stimulates its development. Number of people deal with HTTP servers and clients usage, 

development, configuration and tuning. There is a knowledge-base already documented and available 

to the wide public. Adopting HTTP as the basic technology for EUDAT would benefit from these 

resources.  

Client and server-side HTTP solutions are extendible. Popular HTTP browsers support plugins and add-

ons. Modules are a powerful mean for extending servers. For instance plenty of modules supporting 

e.g. authentication, caching, proxying etc12 exist for Apache.  

At some point these mechanism could even substitute the iRODS micro-services. While there is no 

implementation of Apache-backed iRODS-like rule engine yet, in future, the server scripting solutions 

can overtake the role of flexible framework for implementing the federation layer behaviour and 

steering data management processes 

Possible migration plan: 

While migration towards protocol-based federation and HTTP-capable substitutes of the iRODS rule 

engine looks to bring important benefits on both technical (architecture, scalability, sophistication) 

and non-technical levels (increased EUDAT CDI acceptance, re-use of existing expertise and knowledge 

base), evolution from currently affordable solutions to this visionary setup is a long, multi-staged way. 

It is however important to note, that large initiatives such as EMI already decided to build an HTTP 

ecosystem around their storage solutions, infrastructure and data sets. We believe that EUDAT CDI, in 

a long term perspective, should consider to follow this way.  

Notably, EUDAT already started the work on enabling HTTP-based interfaces for user-communities. 

WP5 is discussing and working on the first implementation of Lightweight Safe Replication Services, 

which provides among other the simple HTTP interfaces for storing and reading the data from EUDAT 

CDI. This is the first step in the process of web-enabling the current EUDAT infrastructure and service. 

Below we present a more comprehensive vision of possible migration path from current solutions to 

future CDI. A possible scenario of such evolution is presented based on using the HTTP dynamic 

federations on top of iRODS and EMI grid storage elements. As the XrootD federation discussed earlier 

provides similar features, i.e. transparent and robust file access, but no inherent solution for data 

management, a similar development can be thought of. 

The current EUDAT CDI consists of multiple iRODS federations each spanning multiple, geographically 

distributed computing centres, the so-called islands. Intelligent redirection and failover for reading, 

and a system-independent module to integrate storage elements into the federation’s replication 

management can be provided in the steps described below. 

                                                           

10 http://www.tntnet.org/ 
11 http://nginx.org/en/ 
12 https://modules.apache.org/ 
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Intelligent redirection can be enable by installing centrally a dynamic federation component and 

configuring it to use the mentioned iRODS servers as endpoints. It is necessary for iRODS to have an 

HTTP/WebDAV frontend (e.g. Davis13). The dynamic federation must be also configured to understand 

the namespace structure so that they can be fused together and displayed as a global namespace. In 

this we a global namespace over all iRODS instances spanning across EUDAT islands is created. It can 

redirect the client to a file’s nearest location, return a list of all available replicas, and provide failover 

in case an endpoint (namely an iRODS server) becomes unavailable. EMI grid storage elements can be 

added to the federation with no further changes. 

For PID support, a core EUDAT CDI requirement, development effort is needed. This could be either 

done through a plugin to the federation which translates between PIDs and filename using the Handle 

server, just like the iRODS micro service already developed. It could be also done by extending the 

storage elements to publish PIDs in a separate namespace. The federation would just aggregate that 

namespace instead. This option is more complex and not advisable since it makes it harder to integrate 

other storage elements. The first option, i.e. a plugin to the federation, could be extended by a PID 

cache to overcome possible limitations of the Handle system. 

For the data management layer, i.e. replication between sites and consistency checking, we external 

component can be used which gets notified on data ingest to start replication and runs periodical 

scans to check the consistency and availability of replicas. The internal mechanism for data transfer 

can be offloaded to a service like FTS14, which even provides transfer scheduling to make sure the 

network and storage are not overloaded by these routine operations. Such adaptation however 

requires agreement on the procedural level, that temporary existence of only one replica (or subset 

of target number of replicas) is acceptable by user communities. It looks to be achievable as 

asynchronous replication is adopted in many real-life scenarios.  

This data management component does not exist and must be developed, since it will be specific to 

the EUDAT CDI. It will need to understand PIDs and implement a rule engine, much like in iRODS, to 

coordinate replication strategies. It can, however, build on existing solutions that we already have in 

an iRODS federation and just extend these features to the rest of the federation. 

D.6. Technology and vendor lock-in, modularity 

The need of avoiding technology and vendor lock-in was taken into account while planning and 

developing EUDAT CDI. Obviously decision on taking up any kind of technology as the basis for building 

services creates a potential lock-in situation. Risk for technology-lock-in arises everywhere, 

independent of particular technology of choice, whether it is open source, free or commercial and 

paid. 

EUDAT was very careful while choosing the central technology for CDI. We are aware that a prominent 

infrastructure such as EUDAT may have a strong influence on technology and solution selection 

decisions made on the user side. Notably, it also impacts the data centres contributing their storage 

systems to EUDAT CDI. Technology selection impacts the services and infrastructure themself, its user 

                                                           

13 DAVIS. http://code.google.com/p/webdavis/ 
14 File Transfer Service (FTS). http://egee-jra1-dm.web.cern.ch/egee-jra1-dm/FTS/ 
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and storage systems. Technology choice involves also investments into development of the ecosystem 

of plugins, interfaces, and services around the solution chosen and costs of building a knowledge base. 

Following factors have been taken into account while choosing iRODS as a base for EUDAT’s Safe 

Replication and Data Staging Services and trying to minimise the impact of the technology selection. 

iRODS is has a large user base and active development team. It is composed from two research groups: 

DICE15 and RENCI16 in United States however it involves also large European organisations including 

IN2P317. Importantly, both iRODS and e-iRODS18 will remain open sourced and their development 

paths and source trees will be merged in iRODS version 4 (as stated in iRODS and E-iRODS Merger 

Plan19). Overall, it is evident, that in case of iRODS, a vendor lock-in risk is not an issue. iRODS will not 

be dropped by its developers for years. Moreover, EUDAT project managed to establish good 

relationships and dialog with iRODS developers, which resulted among others in addressing features 

and functionality requested by EUDAT in the iRODS development roadmap20.  

Concerning technology lock-in, it has to be kept in mind that iRODS is flexible and extendible, as shown 

already, thanks to the micro services concept and the rule engine included in the iRODS server. 

Moreover, it is composed into the EUDAT CDI architecture in the way that enables to escape from this 

technology if needed. While this, as always, require some development and organisational effort it is 

possible with minimum disruption to user communities and data centres.  

We already provided analysis of possible EUDAT CDI evolution scenarios that include, in their long-

term vision, narrowing of the application of iRODS or even its replacement with another technologies. 

Overall, thanks to the layered approach adopted in EUDAT it is possible to split the CDI functionalities 

into well-defined areas and develop and evolve them independently. For instance, architecture 

envisioned in previous sections assumes that data ingest, management and access are performed 

independently. In this approach iRODS may remain main technology for data management while data 

access and ingest processes can be aided or entirely implemented by alternative approaches.  

Even if at some point EUDAT consortium concludes that iRODS does not scale to the needs of CDI, we 

can consider replacing the iRODS federation with other technologies. While it is too early to predict 

scenarios like that, our report presents possible directions of the EUDAT CDI migration and evolution. 

Importantly, in EUDAT CDI iRODS remains a data storage federation technology and a framework for 

controlling the data management processes, such as replication, PIDs, data scrubbing etc. These 

processes are implemented in modular way, by external services and tools, called from micro-services. 

Therefore, potential migration to another federation platform is possible while conserving 

investments put into development of the re-usable modules including tools and services around iRODS 

federation. 

In the context of technology lock-in, EUDAT’s CDI scalability it is also important to note that the 

EUDAT’s storage federation layer can be migrated to alternative technology without disrupting the 

client interfaces. Many communities already use standard protocols such as GridFTP or WebDAV 

instead of icommands, the native interface to iRODS. Moreover, iRODS provide the programming API 

                                                           

15 Data Intensive Cyber Environments 
16 Renaissance Computing Institute. http://www.renci.org/ 

17 CC-IN2P3: Centre de Calcul Institut National de Physique Nucléaire et de Physique des Particules. http://cc.in2p3.fr/ 
18 http://www.renci.org/focus-areas/data-information-management/e-irods 
19 https://www.irods.org/index.php/iRODS_and_E-iRODS_Merger_Plan 
20 https://www.irods.org/index.php/IRODS_Roadmap 
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that could be exploited for integrating client interfaces and portals with EUDAT CDI. For instance, 

CINECA a partner of EUDAT recently developed its own implementation of GridFTP interface on top of 

the iRODS API. Overall the way the client interfaces are implemented and organised in EUDA CDI does 

not stop the potential technology migration on the infrastructure side. 

Overall, current EUDAT CDI infrastructure and layered services organisation addresses the 

expectations of EUDAT users and demands expressed during the 1st year project reviews. Proposed 

scalable architecture goes even further, by splitting data digest, management and access. The 

separation of technologies adopted and solutions developed in these areas enable users to exploit 

service primitives and helps integrating EUDAT CDI services into user side systems, tools, portals and 

workflows. 

Next step in protecting the EUDAT CDI from the vendor and technology lock-in would be to migrate 

towards protocol-based federation approach. Functional advantages of such approach are already 

presented in previous section. It is however important to note, that using a standard, popular protocol 

such as HTTP for storage systems federation would support the long-term sustainability, portability 

and extendibility of EUDAT CDI architecture as well as solutions, tools and services provided by EUDAT. 
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ANNEX E. GLOSSARY 

AAA Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting 

AAI Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure 

ADMIRE ADMIRE (Advanced Data Mining and Integration Research for Europe) is a project co-
funded by EU within the FP7 

APA Alliance for Permanent Access 

APARSEN APARSEN (Alliance for Permanent Access to the Records of Science in Europe Network) 
is a project co-funded by EU within the FP7 

API Application programming interface 

ARC Advanced Resource Connector 

Aurora Borealis An ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences domain. 

BBMRI Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastructure. An ESFRI project in the 
Biological and Medical Sciences domain. 

BMS Biological and medical sciences 

CASPAR CASPAR (Cultural, Artistic and Scientific knowledge for Preservation, Access and 
Retrieval) is an Integrated Project co-funded by the EU within the FP6 

CDI EUDAT Collaborative Data Infrastructure 

CDO Climate Data Operators 

CERT Computer Emergency Response Team 

CESSDA Preparatory phase project for a major upgrade of the Council of European Social Science 
Data Archives. An ESFRI project in the Social Sciences and Humanities domain. 

CIT  Community Integration Toolkit 

CLARIN Common Language Resources and technology Initiative. An ESFRI project in the Social 
Sciences and Humanities domain. 

CMS Content Management System 

CODATA International Council for Science: Committee on Data for Science and Technology 

COPAL Heavy Payload Long endurance Tropospheric Aircraft. An ESFRI project in the 
Environmental Sciences domain. 

CSMD Core Scientific Metadata Model 

CTA Cherenkov Telescope Array. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and Engineering 
domain. 

Curation Provision of domain-dependent contextual support for permanent access to the meaning 
of data – including metadata, lexica, etc 

Curation and 
Preservation 

The process of ensuring that data can be re-used over time. 

D4Science Data Infrastructures Ecosystem for Science 

DAITF Data Access and Interoperability Task Force 

DARIAH Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities. An ESFRI project in the Social 
Sciences and Humanities domain. 

DECI DEISA Extreme Computing Initiative 

DEISA  Distributed European infrastructure for supercomputing applications 

DG Directorate General 

EB EUDAT Executive Board 
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EBI European Bioinformatics Institute 

EBS Amazon Elastic Block Store 

EC European Commission 

ECCSEL European Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage Laboratory Infrastructure. An ESFRI 
project in the Energy domain. 

ECGA EC Grant Agreement 

EEF The European e-Infrastructure Forum 

E-ELT European Extremely Large Telescope. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and 
Engineering domain. 

EESI European Exascale and Software Initiative 

EGEE Enabling Grids for E-sciencE 

EGI European Grid Initiative 

EIDA European Integrated Data Archive 

e-IRG e-Infrastructure Reflection Group 

EISCAT_3D The next generation European incoherent scatter radar system. An ESFRI project in the 
Environmental Sciences domain. 

ELI Extreme Light Infrastructure. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and Engineering 
domain. 

ELIXIR European Life sciences Infrastructure for Biological Information. An ESFRI project in the 
Biological and Medical Sciences domain. 

EMI European Middleware Initiative 

EMSO European Multidisciplinary Seafloor Observatory. An ESFRI project in the Environmental 
Sciences domain. 

ENES European Network for Earth System Modelling 

EPIC European Persistent Identifier Consortium 

EPOS European Plate Observing System. An ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences 
domain. 

ERA European Research Area 

ERIC European Research Infrastructure Consortium 

ESA European Space Agency 

ESF European Science Foundation 

ESFRI European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures 

ESG Earth System Grid 

ESO European Southern Observatory 

ESRF An ESFRI project in the Materials and Analytical Facilities domain.  

ESS European Spallation Source Preparatory Project. An ESFRI project in the Materials and 
Analytical Facilities domain. 

EUFORIA EUFORIA (EU Fusion fOR Iter Applications) is a project co-funded by EU within the FP7 

EURO-ARGO Global Ocean Observing Infrastructure. An ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences 
domain. 

EuroHORCS EUROpean Heads Of Research Councils 

EURO-VO EURO-VO (The European Virtual Observatory) project has been funded by the EU under 
the FP6 and the FP7.  
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FAIR Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and 
Engineering domain. 

FP7 Seventh Framework Program 

FTE Full Time Equivalent 

GC EUDAT General Council 

GÉANT European multi-gigabit computer network for research and education purposes. 

GENESI-DR GENESI-DR (Ground European Network for Earth Science Interoperations — Digital 
Repositories) was a two-year project co-funded by the EU under the FP7.  

Geo-Seas The Geo-Seas project is an Integrated Infrastructure Initiative (I3) of the Research 
Infrastructures programme within EU FP7. 

GLOREA Global European Research Area 

HELIO HELIO (Heliophysics Integrated Observatory) was a three-year project co-funded by the 
EU under the FP7. 

HEP High Energy Physics 

HiPER High Power Laser Energy Research Facility. An ESFRI project in the Energy domain. 

HLEG High level Expert Group 

HPC High Performance Computing 

HPC-Europa2 Pan-European research infrastructure on high performance computing for 21st century 
science 

IAGOS In Service Aircraft for a Global Observing System. An ESFRI project in the Environmental 
Sciences domain. 

ICOS Integrated Carbon Observation System. An ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences 
domain. 

ICSU International Council for Science 

ICT Information and communication technologies 

IFMIF International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility. An ESFRI project in the Energy domain. 

ILL An ESFRI project in the Materials and Analytical Facilities domain. 

IMPACT IMPACT (IMproving Protein Annotation through Coordination and Technology) is a three-
year EU-funded project 

IPCC The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

IPR Intellectual Property Right 

iRODS Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

JHR Jules Horowitz Reactor. An ESFRI project in the Energy domain. 

KM3Net Kilometre Cube Neutrino Telescope. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and 
Engineering domain. 

LHC Large Hadron Collider 

LifeWatch E-Science and Technology Infrastructure for Biodiversity Data and Observatories. An 
ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences domain.  

LOFAR LOw Frequency ARray 

METAFOR Common Metadata for Climate Modelling Digital Repositories 

NEERI Networking Event for European Research Infrastructures 

NERIES NERIES (Network of Research Infrastructures for European Seismology) was a project co-
funded by the EU within the FP6. 
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NGS Next generation sequencing 

NREN National Research and Education Network 

OAIS Open Archival Information System 

OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 

ODE  Opportunities for Data Exchange  

OGF Open Grid Forum 

OGS Open Grid Service 

OGSA Open Grid Services Architecture 

OpenAIRE Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe 

OSCT Operational Security Coordination Team 

PARADE Partnership for Advanced Data in Europe 

PESI PESI (A Pan-European Species directories Infrastructure) is a three-year project co-funded 
by the EU under the FP7 

PID Persistent Identifier 

PLANETS Planets (Preservation and Long-term Access through NETworked Services) was a project 
co-funded by the EU within the FP6  

PM EUDAT Project Manager 

PMO EUDAT Project Management Office 

PRACE Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe 

Preservation Provision of generic support for permanent access to ‘physical’ data – the bits and bytes 
– including storage, replication, provenance, etc 

PRINS Pan-European Research Infrastructure for Nanostructures. An ESFRI project in the 
Physical Sciences and Engineering domain. 

QA Quality assurance 

QoS Quality of Service 

RAD Rapid Application Development 

RI Research Infrastructure 

SAF EUDAT Services and Architectural Forum  

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 

SCAPE SCAPE (SCAlable Preservation Environments) is a project co-funded by EU within the FP7 

SDI European Spatial Data Infrastructures 

SEALS SEALS (Semantic Evaluation at Large Scale) is a project co-funded by the EU within the 
FP7. 

SET-Plan The European Strategic Energy Technology Plan 

SHAMAN Sustaining Heritage Access through Multivalent ArchiviNg. A Large Integrated Project co-
funded by the EU within the FP7. 

SHARE Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe project. An ESFRI project in the Social 
Sciences and Humanities domain. 

SIAEOS The Svalbard Integrated Arctic Earth Observing System. An ESFRI project in the 
Environmental Sciences domain. 

SKA The Square Kilometre Array. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and Engineering 
domain. 

SLA Service Level Agreement 
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SME Small and medium enterprises 

SNIA Storage Networking Industry Association 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 

SPIRAL2  An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences and Engineering domain. 

SRB Storage Resource Broker 

SSH Social Sciences and Humanities 

STM Science, Technology and Medicine 

TERENA Trans-European Research and Education Networking Association 

TRAC Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification 

UNICORE Uniform Interface to Computing Resources 

VO Virtual Organisation 

VOMS Virtual Organization Membership Service 

VPH-I Virtual Physiological Human Initiative 

Web 2.0 A term commonly associated with web applications that facilitate interactive information 
sharing, interoperability, user-centred design, and collaboration on the World Wide Web. 

WLCG Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 

XFEL The European X-Ray Laser Project. An ESFRI project in the Materials and Analytical 
Facilities domain. 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 

 


